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Two-member board
OK's release after
20-minute hear'ing
By HAWKINS TIFAGUE
Staff Writer
L.A GRANGE, Ky. - Hamson
Yonts. a former Murray State
University student currently
incarcerated for a 2005 hit-andrun accident in
Murray. has
parole
won
after serving
more
than
three years in
prison.
Yonts. 25, is
the son of stace
Rep.
Brent
Yonts,
DYalta
G-eenville.
According to Jennifer Brislin,
spokeswoman foi the Kentucky
Justice & Public Safety Cabinet,
two-tnember parole board
panel approved him to be
released from prison after a 20heanng Tresdpy morning. The htiaiin WAS held ir
Luther Luckett Correctional
Complex in La Grange, which
located it, Olaain County.
Brislin said the parol,' beard
recomrientied paroie with the
stipulation that he is not
allowed to arive axcept
wort and to receite treatment
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A

70s •

MAW IForectalt
Or The Associated Press
warn,,,g o
E•fcessive
P,or4ct from noon today to 7 p m.
CD7 '."-ednesday,
• •• •
.
Highs
y.. aiimnyv‘
d diaoo
oun•s
arT
• ds in the
,
becomin;
mc
around 5 rr, h in the afternoon.
Highest heat index re- dings
110.
Tuesday night. .Mosti- clear.
Lrws in the upper 7C iouth
winds a Airs; 5 mph in the
evening becoming calm atter
midnight.
areadaa _Mostly sunny
Highs around 100. Cairn winds
ir '-he morning be - ming southwest ero,Ind 5 mph 1,• 'le afternoon. Highest heat inuex readings --ound 109.
nipht ..Partly
Wecuiesdey
cloudy. Lov‘ in the mid 70Sr th win? around ", mph.
Thursday Partly sunny with
a ^0 percent ,oance of shc ers
hu:derstorms. Highs the
amnidd tw
Ight...Partly
,
Thursday
cioudy v'th d 20 percent char
r' showers and thur ierstom.6.
Lows in the lower 70s.

By HAWKINS TEAGUE
Staff Writer
hile the heat was awful in June,
plenty of people wondered how
.
hot it would be when August
arrived. Now that's it here, the verdict is
in, at least for :his week: Extremely hot.
Rachel Trevino, a meteorologist with the
National Weather Service in Paducah, sad
high temperatures were expected to be
near 100 degrees Fahrenheit with the heat
index at 110 or higher today and
Wednesday, easiiy making them the two
hottest days of the year so far. The heat
index is the measurement of how hot it
feels due to the combination of heat and
humidity and the human body's inability to
cool itself property in such conditions.
Trevino said the high humidity reduces the
evaporation of sweat, wriich causes the
body. to hold more heat in and prevents
people fiom cooling the way they normally would.
"Tuesday and Wednesday look like they
will be the hottest days we have this year,
both in terms of heat and humidity,"
Tievino said.
Trevita) said that durMg the hottest days
in /tura, the heat index got up to around
105 several times, nut she said ;10 is "dangerously hot" and should be take- very
seriously. With a heat index of L 0, taa
chance af he.a exh...ustion is greater. so sha

W

KYSER LOUGH/Lech:4er & Tlmes

Schedules and Parking Spots
The start of school is ais! around the comer and students at Murray High Schasol have been piciang up achedpicking out parking spcits. Pictured, Sam Mauney, left, a senior at MHS, and mother. Marilee, talk with
Jennifer Speed, attendance secretary while getting things ready foi the start of school. The Murray Independent
SChool District taaa,ns the fall session on Thursday, A.tig. 12. The first day tor Calloway County Schools is
Wednesday- Atia ;
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Murray's ‘..aieratine in Guinan)/
performin.g as Mark Twain
Special to the Ledger
UKRAY, Ky. - Bob Yale,Itine,
satior leCtuter in Murray atate
f.'itivetity's Department of
Journalism and Mass Communications,
is participatitig in the Europe in
Transition serniners at the University of
Regensburg, Germany. He will be !re
through Aug. 44.
He is scheduled to present a. paper on
"Mark Twain's Retum to Europe' and do
several public perfomeinces of Mark
Twain.
Valen-ine gave a lee'-re Cr Murray
te's campus Apnl 7 on "One Honored
Years of Silence - The Centennial sif
Mark Twatu's Line xaggerated Demise,"
ano he did his une-man show o:
on April 21 (the anniversary of Twain's
death).
7

100s

750

Excessive
heat wave
hits with a
vengeance

tints
given
parole

Tow

42071

Valentine has been pertorming as
Twain since 1973 when he was involved
in a stage presentation ri-oduccd by his
brother Richard. Since then he has developed the character and performed as the
7,i-yeai-Ai 7wain r- ire than 1,500

See Page :A.

Veterans Memorial
gets big boost with
$5,000 donation

If MCS.

According to Valentine, Twain (Nov.
?0 1835-Apr.. 21, 1910t as by all
accounts major figure in America and
known tor his lectures in Europe. Erw
herruningway believed ail AmPrican Iii-.irature dated nor:, Twain's Hucklebciry
everytiiing
Firn and his com.:-..nts
i-fsciety to go.ri.nment t nature
rivaled Ben Franklin's Poor Richani s
Almanac a_ rayular apl. aisms.
N writer. columnist, editor, puulisher,

See Page 2

By TINV1 BERRY
Stem Writ:a
Veterans of Foreign Wars Post 6791 officials took a big aep toward compietian of
a Veterans Memorial in Murray this wela,
with 1 $5,000 donation horn Pella
During a gathenng at Lhe plant Maaday
aiternoon, Gary amithers, both an employee of Pella and District Co .-, nander of the
state v FW organization handed the che,:k

1111 See Page 2

b Valen.'ne

linel Council votes to ;artall
new 3-way intersection stop
By KYSER L()UGH
Staff Wnter
The city of Hazel will be
getting a three-a.ay stop at the
intersection of Third and
Maple streets after city coin:
cil voted in favor of the addition Monday night.
resident Richard
Loca
Btainett spoke to the council at
niade the fe --•
the meeting
mal request. He said that ;.,
ers constantly speed down
Thicif Stre which only has a
few stop signs, and cause a
safety hazard fiat .esidents. ie
added that he asked for *he

stod sign a year and a half ago,
but it was __ailed down at the
time b ause the voiurr of
children in the ar,, was minimal.
"That volume has now
tripled. We have around 12
kids and two newborn- in the
area," he said.
Acter makina h,s request.
Bennett provirltd the cou.i
with a petition signed by MOF*
of the reside:es on Third and
Maple streets support of t'
three-way stop The matter
was nut aside and voted on
the meeting. where it
late'

is unaniraou,:y appr ved.
The caunail also discuss_'
L,,,,aster Recovely Grant and
app oved the application for a
new emergency siren and genw iild
erator. l'he a
replace one that Mayor Kenny
Vasseur said was "older than
anyone on iac council" and
ex* aid the range of audit • ity
to 1/2 mile.
Nancy Mieure, couna‘l
member, sr ,.! she had a resident ask liar ,bout th, possibility of moving the planned

•E....?e Page 2

LOUGH Ledger & Times
K.
Hazel v. '
This - let. intersection at Third anc4 Maple streets
Hazel city council votet.
sool, be a three-way stop after
unanimously 'n favor. A local resident petitioned the council at
their Pv.. nda ieeting. hoping that the stop sigi aroulr' Ut down
on excessive ape-eding n Third Street.
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111 Valentine...

III Hazel...

both the MSU Theatre and
Munay's Community Theatre
broadcaster. storyteller, actor.
(Playhouse in the Parka
director. playwnght, producer.
He began his teaching career
WorkshOp conductor. stand-up
at the University. of Kentucky.
comedian and prolessoi,
where he earned his undergradValentine is knowr for his poruate degree in history' and his
trayal of The Unknown Scout.
master's degree in communicaThomas Edison, !wain and
tions. He then sen,ed as lecturNathan B. Stubblefield. The
er in communications before
Stubblefield documentary has
coming to Murray State to
appeared on KET and on sever- teach speech courses and serve
al public TN' stations in the
as director of forensics.
country..
His debate team won the
He also performs at Scottish
national title in 1982 aim capgames throughout the U. S. arid tured many. event trophies durCD of Scottish stories
tlziS
ing his years as the debate
entitled "I'll Take the Low
coach.
Roed."
He serves as senior editor for
Since 1978 he and Dr. Bob
the Wake Up Book Senes and
McGaughey have performed
is the owner/publisher of
their two-man comedy. act and
"Murray Life Magazine." He
done ads ertising/public relarecently authored a book entitled S-easons that include pieces
tions/communications workwritten for magazines. comshops throughout the country.
mentanes for NVKMS-FM, serA member of the MSU faculmons given in regional churchty since 1974. he teaches in
advertising and is the instructor es arid even stades told amund
campfires.
ot the beginning course for all
A former Residential College
inajors in the JMC department.
Head, he received the 2009
He has taught in theatre and
Regents Teaching Award tor
speech communications and
the College of Business.
served as guest director for
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Check Out This Great Horne

Call Judith Gupton
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today!
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mural to a different location.
The resident told Mieure that
they felt the visibility would be
better on the side of the water
distnct. The council discussed
different options. but determined that the mural is already.
too far in progress to moist. any
drastic changes. The idea of
having tv.o murals W3S brought
up and considered, placing the
second one on the water distnct
as the resident sug,gested. No
action was taken cenceming the
murals.
Mieure also asked about the
progress of possibly blocking
off a street for Cniise in events.
Vasscur said he had spoken to
the owner and they may not be
haying Cruise In events as often
due to a low volume of participation. The lesser volume of
cars and events may eliminate
the need for any street closures.
In other business. the council:
• Approved a motion to
"spruce up" the extenor of Citie
Hall to keep up with the other
businesses that have beea cleaning up their buildings,
• approsed monthly bills, die
pres „els month's financial
statement and meeting minutes.
and
• approved the purchwse of
maintenance equipment for regular c„y mama fiance.

U.S. attomey launches
child safety. effort

Great 3 bedroom. 2 bath home located on approximately 1.5 acres. Upstairs is ready to finish into your
heart's desire. Sunroom with propane heater.
Attached 2 car garage. and a 30x30 detached garage
plus a 10x16 outbuilding. Eteautiful landscaping.
MLS #53268 Price S218.900

LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP)- A
S attorney in Kentucky is
launching what he says is a new.
strategy m the fight agsinsi child
exploitation in Lexington and the
rest of the state's ea.stern district.
Kerry Harvey announced in a
news release that a hew local task
force will aid prosecution and work
with schools to educate students. on
the subject
Four years ago, the Department
of Justice launched its Project Safe
S. attorney s
from Kantuck. :me a'', aeielie•-e have
beeo ies4s
lisreey will hold a news conference Tuesday detailing some of tne
progress that has been made. It will
also include details on some of the
latest trends in child rornography
and exploitation

TOM BERRY/Ledger & 'lanes
of $5,000 7rom Pella
donation
a
accept
officials
6291
Post
Wars
Foreign
Veterans of
Corperation officials at the plant Monday afternoon that will be used tc aid construction of a
Veteians Memcnal Park in Murray. The memorial will be iocated in the northwest corner of
Chestnut Park.

lb Veterans...
Frem Front
to Post 6291 Lommander Flenoy Barrow to pay
part of the $2.5.000 oended to aid construction of
the facility at Chestnut Street Park.
"I'm very proud of Pella Corporation for doing
this." Smithers said. "When these guys turned in
the paperwork 1 expected may'be $500 and when I
was told the amount I WAS really floored. So I'm
pored of Pella and I'm proud of the VFW here in
Niurray for how it has taken on this project. This
is a very big project and it's more for the community than it is for the veterans." Most of these veterans aren't here any more so it's mosdy for their
family and their friends and neighbors."
Smither s .4:plied for the funds from his
employer to assist the. post's effort.
Pella spokesman Don Fraher said the donation is
a great opportunity for Pella to contribote to the
community.
-It's a great opportunity for us to support our
veterans in our community and it's a great show of
support front our team," Fraher said. "We have a
lot of veterans on our team here so it's winovin all
the way around. It's a great project and we're glad
to be involved with it."
Barrow said the post and community is very
appreciative of Pella's generosits.. He said the
rrreect has taken on a life of its own and has gone
heyer
hat pre-otos had hoped
" It's one of the biggest donations we ve been
able to acquire." Barrow said. "It will go a long
way in paying for it." .
Barrow said the project has shifted to become
more familv onented with familie porchasiog
memorial bncks tor the central display' and plat-

ing then, together into a private rr.emonal.
"That is what vt't viramed. 1t7s more in line with
the way family members and the commonity want
to honor their family members as a group,Barrow said. "It means a lot to those that have
loved ones that have died and to those that have
loved ones in the military right now."
When eompleted. the 190-by-60-foot memorial
will be constructed at Chestnut Park in the nortnw'est comer at the intersection of Chestnut and N
Oth Street. It will initially feature three flag poles
anti a central brass-engraved monument stone, a
centrai walkway arid a marker stone as well as
landscaping and a small bridge. benches and other
possible amenities. The estimated cost of initial
construction for materials was estimated at
S25.000. The main monument will be affixed with
large eagle.
Following initial construction, which post officials plan to complete this year, smaller monuments honoring veterans of World War 1, World
War II, Korea. Vietnam, Desert Storm, Iraq,
Afghanistan and possibly other conflicts would tse
added along an adjoining walkway.
Members of the group are hoping that. with something visible to show for the effort, !ocal reskients that
waat to support veterans and Amenca's troops at home
and abroad with donations and will expedite complete
the memonal. Memorial bricks are now on sale for $50
and will be placed in the center of the memorial honoring farruly members .x the vetan of choice.
Of course, tionations of ries amount are welcome to
aid o.,.•
Murray-Ciloway County Parks Board members
have allow the post to use the land 'in perpetuity" at no
cost. For more inh nnation about the project. or to give
to the coostruction effort, contact BaTIOSk at 489-2436,
Henneberger 11C,4-2.:, 15 or D:nr Nash ;It 227-0158.
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Justin Hoiland. official government weather observer for
Murray. reported that the high
temperature for the month v.als
98 degrees on July 29 and the
low tempetature for the month
was 59 degrees on July 3.
Average temperatures for the
month were . high of 9i
degrees whicii as 2 degrees
alvave normal anti a low of 71
degrees which was 3 degre-es
ah0Ve normal.
Thunder was reportto' on July
30 and al.
II. 12. 16. 21,
Had was reported on !illy 15.
The higtiest wind giist reporteel
was 35 laph on July' 16.
inehes was
Katnfall of i
listed for the mite-A. This was
9. 22 July , .07 July
12. .12 July 73..3 July lb, .01
July 19..16July 21..27 July 26.
.03 Jely 29, .02 lu'y 30 :o'er .0'
luly 3!. The average rainfall
for July is 4.45 inches
Paducah man goes
to prison for ahild sex
Pat. oah man who authonti s say'
used his go-cart husine to solicit
niung boys for sex has been sen
tented to 7.5 y can in pnson.
. le Paducah Sun reports aSyear-old Robert F. Bisens also
faces a child rape charge in
Teninle.ysseenes. %as sentenLed on
Monday on his guilty pleas entereu
June 4. The agreement -Bowed
him to lead to e•'o counts of first-degree sodomy and dure counts
ihtrd-degr.: sodomy. Had rie
charges me to tri31 and nad
Bisens been convicted of all of
them, 17! cou'el have faced lite in
mson.
The victims ...ert 8 years ole
and la years old
Biyens charged %sith rape of
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Yonts parole...
ilate student Nadia Shaheen.
Officials said Shaheen died
for sutotaate abuse. Sire said he from injuries she sustained after
would pi obably be rtleased in a being hit while walking on
matter of days and that some Coldwater Road in the early
paperwork will have to be com- morning hours on Nov. 11.
pleteu first.
"905. Police said Yonts hit riet
Biolin said in June that the while Oriving home frorn
hearing was the result of an Lambda Chi Alpha fraternity
actisn file.' to hase Yonts. party.
parole eligibility recalculated.
Yonts was senteneed to 20
In May, Franklin Circuit li.dge years prison, but former G.
Thomas Wingate issued an Ernie Fletcner commuted his
order stating that Yonts would sentence to eight years on his
be eligible to seek parole after las! Jay in office in Detember
sersing 20 pc- sent of his com- 2007.
Yonts was 20 yearS old at the
muted see tence.
Yonts was cor 'icted in time of the accident. Shaheen's
Feoruary 2007 of wanton mur- family sued Yonts for wrongful
der, drunk driving, tampering death and a $1.5 inillion judgwith evidence and leaving the ment was issued oi U.S. Distnct
scene of an accident after he Court in August 2009.
- The Associated Press conwas charged with causing the
death of62-year-old MSU grad-- tributed to this story.
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Heat wave...
From Front
stressed that people should
drink great quantities of water
and do whatever they could to
stay out of the sun for extended
periods of time. She said it
humid
stay
verywould
overnight, so there won•t be
much relief after dark, and she
said people should help their
neighbors if they don't have
adequate air conditioning.
Trevino said that a cool front
would bring a little bit of relief
and that temperatures could be
in the low 90s by the weekend.
Kathy Hodge, director of the
Calloway County Humane
Society, said that although she
has heard of two reported deaths
of pets related to the heat this
summer, she and others have
been surprised it hasn'i been
WOrSe.

"Our observation is that it's
been such a long heat wave,
people seem to be more careful
of themselves and their animals," she said. "We're hoping

that's the case because this kind
of heat is deadly...
Hodge said pet owners should
make sure their animals can be
in the shade all day before they
leave for work and that they
should make sure they have
constant access to water. She
said it is a good idea to refill
their water bowls least two or
three times a day and that freezing a bowl of water before putting it outside is one good way
to ensure that it stays eool.
Hodge said that while cats
have more ability to hide from
the heat dogs are much more
prone to heat exhaustion. If they
stay in a pen doting the day. it is
a good idea to place some kind
of tarp over it to keep them
shaded. she said. When taking
dogs who have been inside all
day for a walk, the owner
should pay attention to arty
slowing down or differences in
behavior and keep in mind that
they can't walk as long as they
would normally. she said.
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President(barna sabtes promised
ending to the U.S. combat in Iraq
Py JENNIFER LOVEN
and IOLIE PACE
ssooated Press Wnters
ATL ANTA(API — Nearing a
milestone in the Sang and divi sive Iraq war, President Barack
Ob.,nria on Monday hailsd
month's olanned withdrawal of
all U.S. combat troops — "as
promised and on sehedule" — as
a major success despite deep
doubts about the Iraqis' ability to
polite and gos ern their country.
of
the end
Portraying
America's combat role in the 7year war as a personal promise
kept, °barna said Iraq wilt have
90,000 fewer U.S. troops by
September than when he took
office — a steady homeward
flow he called "a season of
homecomings." But there could
still be more fighting involving
U.S. forces.
"The hard truth is we have not
seen the end of American sacnfite in Iraq," the president said
in a speech to the national conDisabled
nention of the
American Veterans. "But make
no mistake, our commitment in
Iraq is changing — fronn a military effort led by our troops to a
civilian effort led by our diplomats."
A transitional force of 50,0(k)
troops will remain. down from
the peak of 170,000 in 2007.
Their mission will be to train
and advise Iraqi security forces.
protect U.S. civilians. manage
the chain ot supplies and equipment out of Iraq and conduct
countenerronsm operations.
Those soldiers and Marines
will remain in harm's way and
will be likely to engage at times
in some form of fighting. Iraqi
commanders will be able to ask
the U.S. for front-line help.
All American troops are to
leave Iraq by the end of next
year, as mandated under an
agreement negotiated before
°barna took office, between the
Iraqis arid Presider): George NV_
Bush.
Obama's speech Monday' was
the first of many, with appearances planned throughout the
month by the president, Vice
President Joe Bitten and other
administration officials. The
schedule reflects a White House

MARION, Ky. rAP) — A Joe SIsers say s cadaver dogs
svestern Kentuchy emergency from Clarksville, Tenn., were
respooder has ;lied in a fire at 11Sed to search the hurried out
home for other possible victirns.
her home.
The Paducair Sun reported tbs. but found none.
death on Sunday aftern000 OS
47-year-old Glenda Tinsley,
who authorities say called 911
fmm insrde hrr burning home,
then became trapped.
Titisley's body. was recoseled
Monday morning anti taken for
medical examination. Kentucky
CUSTOM DESIGNED
State Police later said she died
of smoke inhalation
James Ivy. Crittenden County
Emergency Medical Services
director, said Tinsley was an
EMT arid a volunteer firefighter.
Crittenden County Coroner

RADCLIFF, Ky.( AP — A
soldier who died more than a
half-century ago during the
Korean War will be buried at a
ostrans cemetery. in central
Kentucss Lies week.
Ths News-Entern.:
Flizabethtoon reports that the
remains of Cpl. Harry James
Reeve were iound six years age
o
Lry a Noel-, Korean farmer.
told inveitgators that s,
were buned in a rice field. A
joint .eam from the United
States rats! Norm Korea found
Reese and dt least se- other while excavating the field.
Jame,
cousiii
Reeve's
Hughe ; doeated a DNA sampls
help identify Reeve.t
remains.
The newspaper repoes that
bc
the Ph.ladelohis mica
interred at the Kr—trucks
Veterans Cei,ietee. in Radcliff
on WeJnesday. Reeve died is
1950.
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eager, with pivotal congressional elections approaching, for
achievements to tout. especially
in areas with the emotional significance of the Iraq war.
Obama's campaign pledge to
oversee a speeds. conclusion to
the U.S. fighting was the promise that most defined his presidential campaign. and it brought
him significant support.
Actually, while running for the
White House. he said he would
remove one or two brigades a
month from Iraq to achieve an
end to combat operations within
16 months of taking office.
Instead, shortly after becoming
president, Obama settled on a
slower plan, to remove all combat taws within 19 rnonths.
and not :it the pate of one
brigade per month but on a more
backloaded timetable.
Those were concessions to the
military' that disappointed
Obama's anti-war base of support.
Obama's celebratory rhetonc
on Monday brusheu past some
of the more gnm realities in
today's li-aq
Leaders there remain at a
political impasse that has pre.ented the forrnation or a nes
government tor the nearly five
months since parliamentary
elections did not produce a clear
winner.
In a reminder of Iraq's fragility. two bombings and A drive-by
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to be Tied :n Ky.

Obaina

shootiag killed eisht people
there Monday just hours tseforc
Obama spoke.
With such attacks remaining a
daily occurrence. especially in
Baghdad. quesilans persist
about the readiness of Iraqi
security forces to take over for
the Arnericans and hold back
said.
Obama
insurgents
"Violence in Iraq saintinues to be
near the lowest it's been in
years,' but figures released by
Iraqi authonties over the weekend — dismissed by the U.S.
military as too high -- showed
July to be the deadliest month
for Iraqis in inore than two
years.
Frustration over the political
deadlock has come on top of
widespread Iraqi anger over the
to
failure
government<s
improve basic services such as
electricity and dnnking water.
With billions of dollars
already spent to improve electricity since the U.S.-led invasion in 2003, households in
Baghdad continue to suffer
lengthy. power outages. That's a
particularly s.ore subjett with
Iraqis since the summer months
routinely see 115-degree days
and buying electncity from privately' owned neighborhood
generators is beyond the reach
of many.
Some longtime Iraq observers
worry that the country's sectarian divisions could widen in the
months ahead.
"Much of the violence has
occurred because there is no
government, because nobody'
knows what the future is," said
Anthony Cordesinan. a niilitary
analyst at the Center for
Strategic and International
Studies who has periodically
advised top U.S. commanders in
Baghdad.
However, military officials

ay.. that neither Iraqi political
turtrroil nor the contiraong violee se will change the departure
plan. Adm. Mike Mu:len, chairmei of the Joint Cniefs of Staff,
visited Iran last week ard came
away confident that the switch
to a fully advisory role can
occur AS planned, his spokesman
said !Monday.
Also, (•ordesmss said that the
Obama administration were to
satend the combat mission beyond
Aug 3! or seek to renegotiate the
December 2011 withdrawal, the
U S. would be seen by many Iraqis
as ro erung to the role of an occupier
At the satne time Oharna hes
drawn down fortes in inks he has
increased (he leS. commitment in
Atgharustan. ordering a surge of
30,000 addttional troops for the 9year mission there.
Casualties are on the nse, causing
some to argue the Afghanistan war
should be ended quickly but others
to question (Thanta's plan to begin
winding it down dS soon as next
Juin Critiss hay saeh a timetable
will embolden the Taliban and other
exuernist groups in the region
V•'oh debate continuing anci war
support low, the White House has
launched a fresh effort to paint the
U.S. goals in Afghanistan as modest: keeping the region from being a
haven for terrorists.
'We face huge challenges in
Afghanistan." Obama said
Monday.'But it's irriportant that
the American people know that
v•e are making progress and
we're frxrused on goals that are
clear and achienthle."
The United States lost four
troops in Iraq last month. and
only one of those was in combat.
July was the deadliest month of
the war in Afghanistan, with 66
U.S. troops killed.
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We Want To Thank All Of Our Customers
For Their Patronage And Invite You
To Celebrate With Us!
Friday, August 6, 2010
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Biologist uses `Noah's
Ark' to save Gulf sea life

Cbituaries
Gladys Sue Cunningham

Dr. James Thomas Long
Dr. James Thomas Long 77, of Murray died at 12730 a.m.
Tuesday. August 3. 2010 at his honte.
Bom Jan. 24, 1933 in Obion Co. Tenn, Long was
1111k the son of Howard Long and Lessie (Sanders) Long
of Gleason. Tenn.
His father preceded him tn death. but his mother
survives. Long was the retired chairman of the
Agriculture Department at Murray State University, a
retired captain in the U.S. Anny Reserve and a member of First
United Methodist Church
Other thaa his mother. ne is survived by his wife. Peggy
(Douglass) Long, whom he married June I, i 957. He is also survived by two daughters, Melinda Pember ant: her husband, Steve.
ard Amy McDowell and her husband. David, all of Murray': one son.
Tim Long and his wife, Maria. of Austin, Texas and one sister, Joyce
Lofton and her husband. Carl, of Dresden, Tenn: five grandchildren.
Meagan Pember. Kelley Long. Kasey Long, Kyle Long and Sarah
McDowell. Arrangements are incomplete at Blalock-Coleman &
York Funeral Home in Murray. Online condolences may be made at
yew v, sairkfuneralhome enan

Alice !Parker) Cooper Clark
Alice (Parker) Cooper Clark, oi M,iyfield. left this life to be with
her Lord on Sunday. August I, 2010 at 4:20 a.m. at Green Acres
Health Care of Mayfield. She was a member of the Folsomdale
Church of Chnst. She was a retired licensed practical nurse and
worked at Fuller-Morgan Hospital. Mayfield Hospital and Lourdes
Hospital. She was also a loving and caring private duty nurse.
Most reeently she was an assistant to her husband of 53 years, Dr.
Robert E. Clark of Mayfield.
She is survived by her husband. Dr. Robert E. Clark and a
daughter. Gale Cooper of Mayfield and numerous nieces and
nephews. Born in Murray Ky she was the youngest of 5 sisters. 6
brothers and 2 aalf brothers , all now deceased. She wis preceded
in death by her parents.) Newton and Charity M. Parker
Funeral services will he at 1 p.m. Wednesday at The Lone Oak
Chapel of I' hitter & Orr Funeral Home with Jerry Senn officiating
and bunal a High' ind Park Cemetery in Mayfield. Friends may
call after I a.m. Wednesday at thc funeral home. Expressions of
sympathy may be made to Lourdes Hospice, P. O. Box 7100,
42002-7100 or Mayfield Graves County Animal
Paducah. KY
Shelter. c00 N. 12th St.. Mayfield, KY 42066. You may leave a
messag.• or light a candle at www.milnerandorrcom

Roberta Hutchens
I iberta Hutchens, 91, of Murray died Monday, August 2, 2010
at turray-Calloway County 'Hospital Arrangements are incomplete
at I iitage Family Funeral Home.

Elsie A. Alazurek
Elsie A. Mazurek, 88, of Murray died at 2:30 a.m. Monday.
August 2. 2010 at her home. Mazurek was born June 4, 1922 in
huario, Canada the daaghter of James E. Wilson and Sarah Ann
(Cox) Wilson, who preceded het ;:i death. She was also preceded in
death by her husband. Edward L. ••- •,-ek who died May 11, 2005.
1" 7. One son. Lester Stanley
The couple were mained June
Mazurek also preceded her in dean, She is survived by one son,
Edward L. Mazurek and his wife. Lisa, of Murray: one grandson,
Mason tvlazierek and one great-grandchild.
Blalock. Coleman & York Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements. A private family. service will be held at a later date. Online
condolences may be made online at www.yorkfuneralhome.com.
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"I don't believe that the oil is
gone.- Rudloe said. "It's still out
there in cold water. little tiny
droplets that could come spilling
up here in the wrong conditions
of one or two hurricanes."
Rudloe's Dickerson Bay laboratory is about 20 miles frorn
the eastetnrnost point where oil
has been reported on Florida's
Panhandle. Still, he worries
about oil fouling his 50 tanks,
which use saltwater pulled
through an 800-foot pipeline
from the Gulf. He is installing
filtration systems just in case.
"If everything is dead. the
marshes are black, the water is
foul ... we still want tn keep the
i)lace going," Rudloe said. "Vv'e
would have to have live sappon
systems where we can keep
things alive."
Rudloe estimates the project
could cost $1.2 million. He can't
afford that kind ot financial hit,
coming at a time his wife noted marine biologist Anne
Rudloe - is battling a serious
illness. The nonprofit, licensed
facility. which attracts about
visitors
annually.
18.000
depends on admission fees,
memberships and donations.
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Funeral services for Gladys Sue Cunningham.66, of the Sandhi!!
Community in Hickory. Ky., will be held 4Y i p.m. Wednesday,
PANACEA. Fla. (AP)- On
August 4 in the chapel of the Collier Funeral Home
al Benton. Rev. Ronnie Stinson and Rev. Ronnie the chance that the Gulf of
Mexico oil spill threatens some
Stinson. Jr. will officiate.
Interment will follow in the Clarks River sea creatures with extinction,
Cemetery. Symsonia, Ky. Friends may call between naturalist Jack Rudloe hopes his
the hours of 5 8 p.m. today. Tuesday. August 3 at laboratory can save them.
launched
has
Rudloe
the Collier Funeral Home in Benton.
Cunningham. 66. died at 3:30 p.m. Saturday, Operation Noah's Ark, using his
July 31. 2010 at Western Baptist Hospital in four-acre fa.cility an hour south
of Tallahassee to preserve more
Paducah.
She was a member of the Trace Creek Baptist (hail 350 different specimens CuntAgham
Church. Born in Ballard Co., Ky.. after attending everything from sinaeks to
Symsonia school, she worktd for Dillion Manufacturing in starfish, shrimp and batfish-in
Mayfield and at Fisher Price Toys in Murray, but shc :vas e dedicat- an environment that includes a
zrassland and duplicates high
ed (n11 time housewife and mother.
She is survived by. her husband. Adam Cunningham Jr. of and low tides. And he's not
Hickory': one daughter, Regina Alsobrook of Symsonia, Ky., one doing it two-by-two The fiddler
son. Mark Cunningham of Hickory: three grandchildren. Coty crabs. for instance. number
Alsobrook of Symsonia, Adam Alsobrook and Erica Alsobrook around 50.000.
"We have this endless supply
.5oth of Livingston Co.
She is also survi,.. by her mother, Florella Carniaa Willingham of critters ark! water out there.of Hickory, Ky., five sisters, Sue Cox of Hickory, Ky., Doris said Rudloe,67, whose enchantSullivan of Hickory, Ky., Brenda Bradford of Folsomdale. Ky., Jean ment with the Guff and its
Cox of Paducah. Ky.. Carol Gillespie of Paducah, Ky.
inhabitants date back some 40
Cunningham was preceded in death by her father, Frank years. "We have to get as many
Willingham. Arrangemeitts are being handled by Collier Funeral animals in there as we can and
Home, P.O. Box 492, Benton. Ky.
then if the conditions permit. be
'The family asks that memorial contributions be made to the able to put some of them back
Ronald McDonald House, 550 S. First St. Louisville, KY 40202. An and get some things started.online register book can be found at www.collierfuneralhome.com
Though the broken oil rig has
been capped since mid-July and
Larry Brantley
little heavy crude is visible on
Funeral services for Larry Brantley. 55, of Paducah. Ky. will be the Gulf, Rudloe said he's still
at 2 p.m. today, Tuesday, August 3 at Milner & Orr Funeral Home committed to the project.
with the Rev. Michael Cruce officiating.
Bunal will follow in Brooks Memorial Park. Friends may call
from noon to 2 p.m. at Milner & Orr Funeral Home in Paducah.
Btantley died at 4:23 pan Friday, July 30, 2010 at Lourdes
Hospital. Bom in Paducah, he was a member of Concord United
Methodist Church. He was a plumber and a member of Local 184
Plumbers and Fitters.
He is survived by his wife, Ronda Brantley; his mother, Delma
Ree Brantley, both of Paducah. three sons; Bryan Brantley of
CWASHINGION (AP) Paducah. Daniel Brantley of Ledbetter, Ky.. and Thomas Duncan of The pace of consumer spending
Marcia
and
Murray: two daughters. Tonia Wray of Ledbetter
stalled in June and personal
Duncan of Paducah; He is also survived by one sister, Debby Alvey incomes failed to increase. furof Paducah, three grandchildren, Chnstopher Duncan, Marlee Wray ther evidence that the :CODOMIC
and Breadon Duncan; three nieces. He was preceded in death by his recovery slowed in the spnng.
father, Bryan Brantley, Jr.
was
Personal spending
June, the
in
unchanged
Commerce Department reported
'Tuesday. It was the third straight
month of lackluster consumer
demand. Iriconies were also flat.
the weakest showing in nine
months,
The lack of growth for spendincomes shows the
NEW ORLEANS (AP)-- A the April i I rig explosion and ing and
ended the second
economy
15.
July
federal oil spill task force says
That's when engineers placed quarter on a weak note. Many
about 172 million gallons of
growth will
crude made it out in the Gulf of a temporary cap on the leaking analysts believe
slow further in the second halt
well.
Mexico after the well blew out.
But the fleet of boats and of the year as high unemployThe estimate Monday is
confismaller than a previous one say- other efforts were able to con- ment, shak:y coasumer
troubles in
inf. the humed well leaked as tain more than 33 million gal- dence and renewed
_igh on the year-old
lons. I he task foree says its estimuch as 184 million gallons.
The group says about 206 mate is the most accurate to economic recovery.
Americans appear to be
million gallons total gushed out date. It has a rnargin of error of
'The
piepanng for toug'n
of the mile-deep well between about 10 percentage points.
personal savings rate rose to 6.4
percent of after-tax incomes in
June, the highest reading in
nearly a year. The savings rate is
now about three times the 2.1
percent average for all of 1007,
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Circulation
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before the recession began.
Consumer spending is closely monitored because it accounts
for 70 percent of total economic
activity.
The government reported last
week that the overall economy.
as measured by the gross domestic product. slowed tO all annual
growth rate ofjust 2.4 percent in
the April-to-June quarter. That
was down from 3.7 percent
growth in the first three months
of the year and a 5 percent spurt
in activity in the fourth quarter
of last year.
The slowdown reflected the
decline in consumer spending,
which rose at an annual rate of
1 6 percent in the second quarter
compared to a 1.9 percent pace
in the tirst quarter.
Economists arc woiried that
the financial troubles weighing
on households could cause
spending to ebb even more in
the second half of the year. The
sub-par economic growth. just
about half the pace nomially
seen coming out of a deep recessii in. has made little headway in
reducing the 9.5 percent uneniplayment rate

Russian woes aid
U.S. wheat farmers
MOSCOW (AP)- A severe
drought destroyed one-fifth of
the wheat crop in Russia. one of
the v.:orld's largest exporters,
and now wildfires arc mseeping
in to finish off some of the fields
tha• -emained.
Expectations that Ruv-ia will
dish exports by at least 30 percent have sent wheat prices soaring and this is good news for
farmers in the wcrld's largest
wheat exporter - the United
States.
The higher wheat prices may
mean th-t P.merii..ans and
Eutopeans pay slightly more for
bread. but the bigger burden will

fall on people in the Middle
East. Africa and parts of Asia.
analysts say.
The Russian Grain Union
said Mondzy that ii expects
exports to decline to 15 million
tons, down from 21.4 million
tons in 2tX.19. while the SovE.con
consulta.,:: sees them at !2 million tons and other analysts at
even less.
"Russia has become the
price-maker on the market," said
Dmitry Rylko, director general
of the Institute for Agricultural
Market Studies. who says he
expects minimal exports.
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Summer Is Here

' hir 4th of July celebration was fantastic_ Between
our water balloons and hoses there wasn't a dry person amongst us! A great big thvnks to the administra!
1111 tion for taking the soaking so nicely. What great
Snit:script n on Rates
sports! We then partied under the shade trees and
enjoyed music, drinks, anvi snacks.
All subscriptions pa•able tit :ill, atto !tome delivet• tla•s a week
We would like to invite you to Fern Terrace's Porch
Bake Sale for senior residents August ft, 9:00 a.m.,
Mailed in tallowas Couto, kl
1505 Stadium N'iew Drive, Murray. Please come and
kl.
rest
Year S110. Bs mail if/tountte.
enjoy the homemade treats!!
:3 mos 6 mos I8105
f I 20
1,ra,e. X Marshall
I would like to thank our corporate office. adminis$55
•ulteu nolo, Si i
Ali 1411.,
830
'rsorzir
tration. staff and residents for generous donations for
my "jail" hme to benefit the N4uscular Dystrophy
Association. Thank you and also a thank you to the
through Sawn's, ever, afternoon. except Nonfat,. Memorial I
American Legion Auxiliary for their recognition of
tkreama+ Da+ and Neu lear. Da, Perturb, al,
Jul, 4. labor Ihn.Thanksin,ing
our veterans.
Mt lilt Al
!wattage paid at Murray. Kl. PrisTM ASTER. Semi addresi. changes to
I FTLEIt X, ?IMF...". 1'0 Bo+ 10441. Murra‘. kl 42071-11/40
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MISS 1 Ot PAPER? Lehi+ know as .11011 A% possible so we can art one to 100 01 go,
you crerlit, Call 753-191n.
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July's Jack's Pot Winners

Johnnie Marie Crass, Opal Paschall, Ted Riddle
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COMMUNITY
Registration being held
today at the library

lo's
Dateivok
By Jo Burkeen
Community
Editor

American Legion Ladies Auxiliary Unit #73
will meet Thursday, Aug. 5. at 7 p.m. at the
Legion Veterans' Hall at 310 Bee Creek
Drive. If you are a ',vile, daughter, or step-daughter of a veteran
please come and sec what we are doing for the community. The
agenda for this meeting will be to discuss upcoming fundraisers and
to vote on what projects we will be helping with in csur community.
Refreshments will be served. Anyone with questions may call Unit
#73 President Townya Ritzie at 293-3145.

Meeting to be held at Kenlake
Kentucky Lake F.conomic Development Council will hold a
meeting at Kenlake State Park Hotel on Thursday. Aug. 5. at 7 p.m.
The topic will be "Future of KenLake-Aurora." Business owners
and leaders, Marshall County officials. concerned citizens. and
those interested in being involved in the Economic Revitalization
efforts in the Kenlake-Aurora area arc invited to attend. For more
information call (270) 205-4187.

Conway to visit Murray
Attomey General Jack Conway, Democratic nominee for U.S.
Senate. will be in Murray for a "Meet and Greet" gathering at
Pagliai's Restaurant Thursday'. Aug. 5 from 5-6 p.m. Conway is
expected to address the gathering around 5:30 p.m. Everyone is
invited to attend to meet the candidate.

lAxIge meeting to be held
Temple Hill Masonic Lodge #276 will hold its stated communication at 7 p.m. All members and visitors are welcome to attend.
Temple Flill lodge is located on Hwy.464(Almo Shiloh Ild.) east of
Almo.

Sale to be held at Angels Attic
Angels Attic will hold a combined Back to School and Summer
Clearance Saic beginning today through Thursday. Aug. 5. The store
will stay open until 8 p.m to accommodate working parents. Angels
Attic invites the community to come get great bargains on summer
items and discount pnces on fall items. The store will be open regular store hourr 11 a.m. to 5 p.m. en Wednesday and Thursday. As
always Angels Attic is lookine, for donations of clothing, furniture,
books and household items. Donanons are accepted at the rear of the
store Monday through Saturdey horn 8 a.m. unto p.m.

Special event to be held
Representatives of Thistle Farms in Nashville, Tenn., will he presenting an overview of their ministry on Aug. 4 in the downstaiis
fellowship hall of Univecsity Church of Christ at 7 p.m. Thistle
Farras is a faith based rehabilitation program for women *keine
lives of domestic violence. prostitution, and addictions. Thistle
Farms is a residential program where women live and work, learning necessary vocational and social skills that enable them to successfully rr niter the career world and society. All interested community guests are welcome.

Spring Creek Baptist to hold revival

ir, the Middle
md parts of Asia.

Sugar Creek Baptist Church will hold a revival the week of Aug.
2-6. Prayer service will start at 7 p.m. with worship following at
7:30 p.m. The Rev. Brett Miles will speak Aug. 2-5 and Rev. Tim
Cole mill tie the guest sneaker Friday. Aug. 6. Pt.stor Rev. Darrell
Walker invites everyone te attend.
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Meeting to be held

Spnng Creek Baptist Church, Almo, will hold revival services
through Aug. 4. Evangelist Rodney Wallace will be the speaker.
Services begin at 7 p.m. nightly. Wallace is from the New Zion
Baptist Church in Marshall Co. Everyone is welcome.
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The Murray-Calloway County Soccer
Association (MCCSA I will complete its fall
season registiation this week with registration at the Calloway Ccunty I ibrary on
Tuesday Aug. 3. Irmo 5-7:30 p.m. and on
Saturday, Aug. 7, from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m.
Registration can also he completed online at
vt.beecreek.org for an additional S5 fee.
Registration ends Saturday. Aug. 7. For more
regisinformation contact Gwenda
trar, at 759-1765.
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kevival to be held in August

Special groups offered
Domestic Violence supporjeducatiorial groups are currently
being offered on a weekly basis. For more information on dates and
times call the Merryman House Domestic Crisis Outreach Office of
Calloway County at 759-2373.

Applications being accepted
Murray-Calloway County Chapter of Habitat for Humanity is
now accepting applications from families who would like to be considered for its next house. Applications are available at the Calloway
County Public Libraey. Habitat is reading to start construction of its
to
e-mail
information
For
house.
13th
murraycaliowayhabitat@ yahoo.coni or leave a message at 761-6055
or 753-0323

Local cemetery needs donations

North Pleasant Grove Cemetery is in need of funds for upkeep of
the cemetery. Donations may be mailed to Margaret Nell Boyd.
1102 Vine St., Murray. KY 42071.

Pnoto provided
RIBBON CUTTING HELD: Essary's 50's Diner recently held a ribbon cutting in
a grand opening in downtown Hazel on Saturday, Aug. 7.

By Dana Howard
MSU Public Relations
Jesse Grier's love for the
people of Marshall County and
the high value he placed on education led him to leave a major
estate gift to help students at
Murray State University obtain
a college education.
George Long. attorney. at
Long and Long of Benton, and a
member of the Murray State
University Foundation board of
trustees, said he was honored to
assist Grier in helping other students receive a quality education.
"Mr. Grier truly valued education and wanted to leave a
lasting legacy through a scholarship endowment at !Murray State
to help the next generation of
university students,' Long said
"1 had the honor of working
with Mr. Grier on his estate
plans old 1 am deeply ai)piecie.
tive of his vision of helping others obtain a college education."
ati
Grier. the second SOtl
electrical engineer. WaS born
1922, neat Pittsburgh,
June
Pa. After graduating from
Haverford College in 1942 he
settled in Cilbertsville.
Grier spent his professional
career as a chemical engineer
with what was originally the
Pennsylvania Sait Company.
which later became PennVgalt
that in turn was purchased by a
anultinatienal corpotation.
Grier was proud of his
accomplishments in the 1970s
de.agning compliance systems
with the tougher environmental
regulations that were required
with passage of the Federal
Clean Water Act. Grier was considered an expert in chlorine and
is creeiteel for developing seeeral exclusive procey_es.
Grier's love of Marshall
7ounty and its people was cer(
tain through his long life in the
131tiegea.:s state. He enjoyed his
home on Kentucky Lake, sail-

anticipation of

non of students at Murray Stare
University."
For questions regarding this
scholarship endowment or on
how to leave a legacy gift in
estate plans. call the office of
development at Murray State
University at (27(0 809-3001.
,1 1 elt;l1fiaiee,0
6011:4
11 ,
46811140.110,d4IMIG.Oetal

: Baby Registry :

PADUCAH. Ky. - Just one
week remains to register for
Lourdes Foundation's 11 th
annual Charity Golf Open, to be
held at the Country Club of
Paducah on Monday. Aug. 30.
Space is available in the 7:30
a.m. tee time. Residents can
register by Aug. 9 by calling
(270) 444-2205 or visit
www.eLourdes.cone
Golfers will have a chance to
win S50.000 cash at the HoleIn-One Challenge and the
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leas* Calor
ing, and spoke fondly of the
spring wildflowers at his home.
Iris Hill.
uner. par*. • is
came to live with him at his
Ilacl many tnends with
hcere.
whom he enjoyed playing golf
at Calvert City Country Club.
A lifelong bachelor. Gner
died Oil Dec. 24, 2007. and was
pleased to help further a young
person's education through this
scholarship fund established in
his name.
Bob Jackson, associate vice
president cf development and
: said
governmental relation,
Grier's gift will assist students
financially in obtaining an education and will give them the
opportunity leave a legacy as
successful and gracious as
Gner's.
"Mr. Grier was an accomplished scientist and engineer
and placed a great *alue on edueation," Jackson said. "He left a
wonderful legacy: gift to assist
future students through a major
scnolarship endowment. We arc
deepiy grateful for Mr. Grier's
visior .1 establishing a major
endowment at his adopted university to help the next genera-

Golf Open deadline nears

:e's Porch
4:00 a.m..
mme and

iddle

Ntalinda
and
Brandon
Sly ers. !Murray. are the parents
t J daughter. Kelly Grace
Slyer,. horn on Thursday. June
24, 2010 at 5:21 p in. at the
County
Murra* -Callow ay
Hospital.
The baby weighed seven
pounds 10 ounces and measured
20 1/4 inches. A brother is
Blake Myers
Grandparents are David and
Aleshia Cunningham ot New
Concord. Lisa Boyd of Kirksey
and Billy and Carol Myers of
Benton.

Grier leaves major estate gift
to Murray State University

Tho delicious to descrilx. and too beautiful to gift w rap,
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chance to bid and win
Kentuck
of
University
Basketball tickets and St. Lout,
Cardinal Redbird Club tickets.
Loitrdes Foundation's Charity
Golf Open has raised nearly
$500.000 in I I years.
Lourdes
to
Donations
Foundation improve the health
of our community by prosiding
support to purchase advanced
technology. equipment and
facility. upgrades which enhance
patient care.
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Oh nty goodness Oh tny ducker
PUBLIC NOTICE

Wishing Happy Rirthaay to
Theresa (Pitt) Tucker!!

The Murray Code Enforcement Fto,irci will hold a
public hearing on Tuesday August 10. 2010 at 5:00
p m in the Council Chambers at City Hall locatesi
at 104 Ncirth 5th Street to review Property
Slamtenancs Code citations
Ail interested persons are invited to attend and participate in this meeting If further information .a
needed, rkease contact the City Clerk's Office at
762-0330.
Calloway Cremty Fiscal Court will hold a public
rilel'esiring
on Theaday, Auguvt 17, 2010 at 5000 p.m
in the Judicial Btulding located at 312 North 4th
Street tr review a request by Roger and Liaa
Chnsman to claw a portiiin of Clear Lane in
Calloway Ciunty
Al: interested persons are orelted to attend and participate in thui naeetmg
lrfurther information is needed, please contact the
Judge Executive's Office at
County
Calloway
Larry Ellur.s, saaUray Judge Evecutwe
The Mun ayir alloway County Area Tedinology
Center does not discriminate on the basis of
race, color. national ongin, sex. disability. age.
or mental status in admission to career
and technic-al eclucatien programs and/or activities. or emoloymela practices in accordance
and VII of the Civil Rights Act of
with Title
196-1, Title IX of the Educationai Amendments
of 1972, Section 504 of l'he Rehabil:tation Act ut
1 973, HeviSeC1 199'.2, and the Arnencans vett,
Disablities Ad of 1990. For more information,
contact Dan Hicks at 1800 Sycarrioh St,
MurTay, KY phone 270-n3-1870. Th. Cargo,
ano tecrinkam ectocaii,:ai programs ottera•ri at the
school are Automot. u lechnolc.gy. Carpentry,
Culinar, P.rts, Health Science Machine Tr/04
Technology, arvi Welding

020'
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NOTICE
Advertisers ars
requetted to check
the first insertion of
their ad Ice any error
Murray Ledger &
Times will be responsible for only one
Ineomect insertion.
Any error shoulo be
reported immediately
so correctioes can
be macie.
THE Murray Leoger &
Times considers its
sources re! -tie, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own nsk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be repMurray
utable, The
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.
Lost Ind Found
JUST give us a Call,
we'll be glad to help,
Your loved one we'll
try to find,
•Cause we all have
Furry or Feathered
Friends Here et tne
Ledger & Times.

Call 753-1916

COME Work On The
Shift
Waterl
Day
Waitress needed Must
work weekends No
phone calls Apply in
Kenlake
person at
Manna's Cinchjs on the
Barge
DENTAL Office seeking Full-Time Dental
Send
Hygienist
resume to PO Box
1538. Murray. KY
42071

Fiesty, Fun, Er
Fabutous at Fifty
From All
Happy Birthday
OP Woman

NURSE(S). RN or LPN
needed ASAP. Fullshift,
2nd
time,
Paducah area Long
Term Care Facility. 4
assignment.
week
Cnminal history record
check required. Please
call 800-886-1 725
Open call for Yoga
Instructors. Do you
have a background in
fitness? Now accepting
applications for Yoga.
Pilates & other creative
movement & fitness
oriented leache7s, for
Paris, TN slum°. Partlime day & evening
pk.:sitions. Send .0.ir
:olter el into u3; & summary of background
with 3 reia, anc 35 tO
yogacenter0wk.net
servers
PART-TIME
1 ue-Sat
needed
11:00-4:00. Apply after
2:00. ME.gnulia TeP.
Room Hazel.

Computers
MOM COMPUTERS
Service?Sales
Repairs.lipgrades
759.3566
Meant to Buy
ANTIQUES, Cali Larry
753-;633
BUYING oid pocket
knives and coin collections. 293-0999.
CASH paid for
good. used guns.
Benson Sporteig
Goods, 515' G. 12tti,
kaurr,-,

me
d fori
osr
87
3BRF
t lyn°4411
reonve
l
enrforroenat..,
panoiame Wats
Energetic, flat d-workine individual with
multi-tasking abilities needed for front
cffice dutieS in beey Medical practice.
Must interact well with people. and be
eheert.il, respectful, and outgoing.
Absolutely no phone cans wtll be accepted
concerning this position Please sobmit a
typed resume, along with a hanowrittert
,;over letter tc,
Dr. John Beght,Dermatology of Murray,
300 S, 8th, Suite 281-VV
Murray, KY 42071

WEDS:ONG Rings Fo
Sale: Vintage Style
Ring.
Enoagement
White
gold.
18kt
Diamonds 1.43 Ct.
Diamonds Mons 18kt
White Gold Comfort Fit,
Scroll Work Original
Value: $7.000. Will Seil
tor $3,900.
Call 731-3.'46-0257

. LARGE
SELECTION
MOD APPLIANCes
-4PARD-El:KINS:

l210:

) 3-1

GOOD u,e stove,
refrigerator a/c unit,
and storm windcws.
753-41(19
Arecles
11121—
For Sale

Case444
Mowers:
$475; MTD 20tip/twin
46" r.ut, $475; Shp
pushmoweriaccesseines 525, Older
Jacobson nodeck $65;
5-8ho engines $65otio.
270-227-8585 or 27°753-8585

Fleetwood
?006
a.,ernoer Trailer Used
Ween accessing Mt
10 hours, oenerator
-help wanted- siretion
electric start. 501O
'sis Mies
f.
on our classifieds
propane tank, tull. 27°All..SA.A
.C1713U911111'W
4- 'S
webpage at
978-1926
murrayiedger.com.
ALL new Queen pillowyou will he redirected
2
E'4
:ap mattress set. sell in
to Jobnetwork com
plastic, with warranty,
By default.
PIA
P(:eh
riv'.3
u-r"
(}
$170. Full Size matFor Sale b-N Ford
Murray and loca: yob
:
r d.17 n.'
7
42
4i..:31".She
tress/box spring. brand
credo( with Plow-Disc
listings will appe.0 on
new, still in package
Blade
this website
Gradei
&
PRACT'CAL Daniel
$140. Brand name
Hovieve,, as 4 Rational
$2,600/0130 270-227Assisting:
King pillow-top matwebsite. not all listings
i:5044
Registration is ncw
tress set, new in plason die jobnetwork,om
open Class begins on
tic, warranty. Must Sell,
are placed through
2010
11.
Sept.
$280. Great Cea"
the Murray Ledger
Classes are scheduled
NASA Wenory Foam
& Times Please
on Saturdays for 11
PIANC lessons for
mattres. set . never
us it you have am
weeks_ Allowing you to
et-lichen age 5-teens
Branci
used, s3sn
questions regarding
keep your present lob,
$10 00 per 30 minute
name Twin mattress
the hturray area
Contact Kristin
vehde you gain sluils for
still in plastic, lesson
set
job listings Tnank you
a rewarding career. $120. Can Deliver! (731)336-1787
Most Dental Assistants
270-210-0616
Sheet Metal Mechanics
have evenings. weekand Apprentices needSquafe
BERMUDA
ends and holidays off
ed for local HVAC comBai- For-Sale $4.50 in
and
Information
3BR, 2BA
pany. Sheet Metai
Barn 293-5381, 435- 2001.
forms
Registration
28'x44'
Fleetwood
Mechanics must hold a
4098
at
available
334-585-0901 ask for
Kentucky
current
CHRISTOPHER'S
www bohledental.com
Betty
Journeyman License
COINS for sale at
or call our office 2702BR & Lot. $12,900
and be EPA certified.
&
Tends-N-Treasures
442-0256. Financing
270-753-6012
Tools required Salary
Heart of Hazel Dr Joe
available Enrollrnent
based on experience.
94 Frankflin, 16x80,
Fuhrmann, owner,
hm rted'
Company benefits and
3BR. 2BA. carport, outbuys
&
appraises
package.
090
retirement
blog, excellent condicoins 270-753-4161
Domestic Childcare
Send resume or pickup
tion. $14,000 761a
Sale
For
Almost
application at Flancly
2639 or 293-1633
complete set of Betty
802
AFFORDABLE CHILD
Thornton Co.
some
&
books
Nears
Chestnut St. Murray, CARE. ANY DAY, ANY
old underpinning Cali
idoelle Homes FOr ROM
TIME. 270-873-2029.
KY. No phone calls
atter
270-227-8721
olease.
Christian Childcare
2BR, $285 No cats
5Prn
Center now enrolling
753-6012
TANNING Bed, Sun
years
1 5
ages
FULL OR PART time
Dash, Endurance 416, NICE 2 bedroom no
Located at 810 Whitnell
housekeeping Murray
110 volt 16 biebs. like
pets 753-9866
by Neon Beach FullPlaza Lodge Apply In
new condition. Alvarz
person after 7:00PM. time rate is $110twk
4320
Guitar
Japanese
is
rate
Part-time
No phone calls.
Apsnrents For RIM
I
modei
5025.
made,
523/day with a 2 day
Child-Care
LOCAL
in
1978,
made
270-767minimum
1 OR 2br apts near
Center seeking direcperfecVlike new condi1177
Murray
a
downtown
Experience
tor
tion. case included.
Lease and deposi
RETIRED MILITARY
MUST. prefer adminis270-753-7492 or 27°SEEKING
required 753-4109
experience. SPOUSE
trative
748-6954
Must meet qualificaHOUSES TO CLEAN
1BD, IBA Apt $350
270-227-4502
tions set forth by State.
rno.
Send iesume to 814
2BO. 1BA Townhouse
Mattress Sale
WILL clean houses
Co4dwater Rd.. 9AL1/r.y,
$485 mo
or offices.
Close Outs
KY 42071 NO PHONE
270-753-7559
Ressonable rates.
Overstocks
PLEASE.
CALLS
270-970-2194.
Factory Seconds
iBR, price reduced
Salary + benefits
locations
various
ei0-767-1900
Will sit with elderly.
St
702 N 12th
MURRAY AREA
RE 753Coleman
Certified Nurses Aid.
Murray
k4OBILE Insurance
9898
270-328-8458
Examiner, must have
2 bedroom. all appliWASHER & dryer,
blood drawing experiWould like to assist
Cambridge
ances,
motor home, Case
ence. Call 800-456with the care of your
area. 293-6968
tractor. real estate lots
0403 P.0 Box 2481
elderly family member
4BR, C/H/A, all appliEvansville, Indiana
Will consider t7ades
24 years expenence
ances. Coleman RE
753-4109. 227- 1
47728
270-933-9521
753-9898
Sirloin Stockade Now
NICE 2BR. duplex with
Hiring, Full Tene Meat
carport No pets 270Cutter Expenence pre227-7414
ferred Appry in person

DISCILAIMER

PECOL -

ist Frei leo Hart Free
Calloway Garden
Essex Downs
Apartments
1505 Diugied Drive
BR & 23R Apt,
270-753-8554
ITM) I-SOO-545-1W
Ext. 233 .,c)
eer.oeuery
LARGE 3BR apt,
newly remodeled on
campus, COVA, W&D,
$550 water, sewage &
t.ash furnished, no
pets. 293-3710 2934600
NICE 213/1BA Duplex in
Hazel. C/H/A, all apple
privacy fence
ara yard, lease, re: -4 deo
No pets. 4400.00. ?531059
NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroorn Apts.
We accepi Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Nor,:ay.
Wednesday. Feriae
Phone 759-4984.
Equal housing
Opportunity
TDD #1-800-648-6056
340
houses For Rent

Blood River KY Lake
Gentle slope to water
with dock Attached 2
car garage $1,100
Call Jeff 270-97a-055e
Skeet% R4d421$

A&F Waret,ousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

New 7.4

Murrar Ledger & Tam,Fat
.t-t Ncdhee
/lousing ,
A:I WA. •talk id,rft••eti
n •LIbled 6+ 1:1r Frder.li
.
A,11.11
t.. a..hern•t. an, reit. dt,,trrh,
ono,
ht. ta•ed or fa, 04of rel ha--IKap tentlial
pat,
int,
Pa. of Nith.1.111 tert,lin
tux,
malt an, •ucti ittetv
en•-e• ltrnaattocr. or
tton

torbs1 dr,runo.shun
'9.3te
r the .1r rental eLhertntng
-1 real ,tate nawel on ta.-tors
a..1,1-tma to thte.e prote led
undet tederAl Lth
'en,wingl, tert an,
rrul
attLe,t,ing
In ,axatton ot the lah
per•ore• art heret, 1111,w:red
deettu‘g- .idNertnc..1 are
the
3,0130a IC 411 eq11.1; omorta
na, basis

C
STORAtiE and
PROPANE
119 E Mair
l270) ,53-6266
Cell (270) 293-4183
9 a.m - 4 p.m. M-F

For turther a.nrSance

tetth 1.att
Hott•ing &J,ttrte4n$ require.
ntact ,s AA L04111W1
ment• o.,
Rene P Warn CM, tde.tilig

1850 St Ftl. 121S
Murray KY 42071

!Redman homes in
Rivertleld Egates
'BC/ Real Prtpert)

REDUCED
PRICE
New Home 3BR. 2BA.
2-Car Garage. Cath
Concrete
Cedings.
Dnve Covered Front
Porch. Patio 270-2103781. 270-559-2032

—
1crescos
1122117

Notomdes& ATV's

43 acres Hwy 1346,
--Dexter Across from
Cemetery
Jeffrey
J&L REIVIALS
year
with
Fenced
MINI-STORAGE
around water and pole
720 S. 4T11 ST.
Darn. 589,900 Call
ores r Pi 121 's & (r
Chuck 753-1323 ext
Halo $25 10115 WI
120
,270)436-2$24
,2701 293-6906
I
homes For Sal

Near 1

Ir

40.02 4
Of :12
-Tr
A
Ort S1,1

Out:
Huai

Sit311,
8-;
<11eame.
-- —
Tomo.
Mawr

ONLY $2C.000! Small
older home in Atm°
Cal. Beth ,70-9780242
Realty
Crye-Leike
Services

1

270-753-5562

Wh
CRP

PreteasisisaL
293-'71172

TO laew all eomes in
Calloway County go to
campbellrealtycom

KEY MINI
WAREHOUSE'S

20o8 Kawasaki Vulcan
900CC, 1,100 miles
$5.000, Call 270-227
9518
2004 Suzuki Burgman
400 Scooter. 7,000
miles, excellent condition, $2.800. 270-7594280

I -270-227-0!
All carpentry
tion Addittor
eiing saw
floors, decki
mobile home
Larry Nimmc
753-2353

Y U •
COUL
HERE
ONLY
A MO
CALL 7,

Hill Eli
Since
24 *owe
, Res.. Com
Licensed
All Joh. -

753-9

49ii

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
Onside climate control
storage
*Security alarmed
*Safe & clean
eiVe eel! boxes,
•We rent U-Hauls.
753 9600.

yR old Shi-Tzu
home
needs nrev
Recently fixed, v..y
friendly. 227-1201.

3 Male Dachshunds 7
& 4BR Houses
weeks ola $200-$300
Deposi
&
Lease
Call 270-293-6852
270-753
Required.
4109
DOG Obedience
$425 (270)436-2858
1BR
cabin
mort`ily.
$465
deposit,
Includes all utilities and FULL-BLOODED
cable. Nc pets 4436- Dorder Collie puppies
3 female, 2 male $150
2619.
1624 Call (270) 705-2939
W/D
4BR,
$70G/mo,
Hamilton.
next to MSU. 270-753
puppies
Steh-Tzu
0606
CKC,
AKC,
Cottage-Farm -House male/female
$25035/acres
on
270-251-0310
$350
Completely restored. evenings
2BR, 2BA. carport,
detached garage. concrete drive, No inside
pets. $1,200/mo, fur.
nished Available 09For-Sale
270-227- Lambs.
°1-2010
8225. References A $100. 731-644-9132,
leave a message
Must

All One ads p:aced in our paper are
posted on our webaltP for

tree/

L

Check us out on the Web!

"Dr Mar
Nes&
foorn Thr
Faxon Rc

DEADLINES

*V.,CLASSIFIED AD RATES

Fans Eqtaprrom
Maws Equitursot

To riaCe Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Ashley Morris or Carrie t‘'.tephenson
qr stop by eur office at 1001 ViThitnell Ave. — Office flours: Wridly-Friday 8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. • Fax: 753-1927

GET TILLS IX'
AD FOR ONLY
$73.00 PER
MONTH
C.ALL 753-19111

I.t

Murray Ledger & Times

• TUesday. kugust 3, 2010

—Owner Finance —
Craftonan Style Horne.
Detached Gerege eete
Outburiding 3 Bed •
Bath. 1536 Aire() FOI
Almo KY. $2950 Down
Cell
$675 Mcnth.
Ruthie 270-753-2222
1209 Doran Road, lee
acre corner lot, Doran
Melrcse. 2 FL. 3 BR
3 BA. 2300 sq tt,
remodeled & updated.
car
1/2
&
2
garage/workshop, 2
car carport, large front
& back porch, trees &
extensive landscaping.
at
ad
See
http einfoTube.net/218
575, $185,000 (270)
759-2548 Shown by
appointment only
2(09 Bnck Home, 2300
SO FT. Living Spa e
3BR. 2RA, 1 Acre &
Double Garage. SunRoom, Hilltop View.
1/2Mile tp Murray City
Water & Gas. By
Owner $149,000. 27°519-8570
3E3R, 1BA, with large
shop. Morin of Murray
753-0531
38R, 2BA
132 Washington
270-227$155,000
9577

10 X 10 and 10 X 20
Lights and Electricity
24/7 Surveillance
1900 N. 12th St.
Behind Murray Business Center

753-2905

a
a

tf

MINI
SiTORAGE
111164----1m111111

-L&M
LAWN'SiRVICE
Landsiaping &
Leaf Vacuuming
Satisfaction guirailleed

753-1816 727-4611
CHASE Futreil LawnCare. 8yrs. exp 2938814

LOUR MIMES

Order

Visa

MC

Name
I St Address
t'itv
I
I State _
I

812 Whitne8 Ave.

1
1

_

Daytime Ph.
Mail this coupon with payment to:
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iVriinestia
Happy bin
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a higher pi
You will r
your comn
profession;
networkini
success an
to friendsh
more of w
ale single
decide to 4.
someone
Attached I
strong fork
work. Sta
GEMINI
path.

I -I-Alkali

kllowertg,'Manicuring,

vri

Mon.

lieres

The Star,
Da)

1 Home 13elivery
I
.......430.0(1
1 3
mo.
435.00
—$55.00
I 6
4105.00
I I yr.
Ll yr
-.$110.00
1
1
All Other Mail
I Rest of KY/I'N
Ports., 891999
SuIncriptium
S75.00
3 mo.—..--.$70.50 3 mo.
6 mo....-..—.490.00
.....4120.00 I yr..-i 1
4145.00

Units •Climate cont
n
2417 Surveillance • Electricity

753-3853

2006 Max-Lite 290BH.
2 puli outs, sleeps 10
people 518,500 Of30
Call
270-S94-3292
atter 3om

subs.cribe ro the

I Check

ON BEA

2000 Chevy S-10,
Blue $3,500 270-43.623A2

Find out what's I
happening
this summer...'

a
a

a
a
a

Used Cars

Murray Ledger & 'Fimes
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 4207I
Or call (270) 7534916
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is happen,
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will
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alternative
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-Got Marty & Melissa

S

Outstanding Area - Secluded Oast
Naar Hornets BRAM With DIstlesealon
ilaid Farina Kt.pt Minn Prides!
Wreat A Groat Pheice To Lived,
Stoirlisstsgr AG( 411..--actlearte& dlizttitofrintlf

e 1
ear SaiHowes-

Reid Preper1)

rofes3Jururk
Z93-7102

WASHINIG
'vino Aiding

Note- Roth While Homes %III he whom

/pan

f l'RNI7 t'RE-

MITCHELL
BROS.
PAVING

Cabinet tor Health & Eamil% Sera:,

Refreshment, as:triable

VISIT OUR WERSITE FOR COLOR PICTURES
www.wilkerseneuction.cosn

1

••• No. am

„..

•,.•

.,•• trM10 PM,

e. •
1,11111orovc,

su•-••'..111. • Mu 11.1•11 IMMO

MOM,.morns.*

I ra

Pm*.

WO)

Seri..

()I

CASH,
IVAJES,R ESTATE
BROKER
- 7,-.;:g A.UCTIONEEWEAL
C
270.623-6466FANcY.FAFIM. KY• .--/rh LI -1 rINCi Al& Hi. • --

Realty
1-270-227-0587
All carpentry construction Additions remodeling sagging rotten
floors. decks. home &
mobile home repair
Larry Nimmo
753-2353

in
way County go to
kellreatty corn

flew all nomes

YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY 975.00
A MONTH
CALL 73.15116

436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean

out garages, gutters,
junk & tree work
A-1 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Insured
753-TREE (8733)
ADAMS Home
Improvement

I

1Hill Electric
Since 19,46

ANDRUS Excavating
and Septic Systems
Dozer. back hoe. and
work
hoe
track
Installation and repair
on septic systems.
Now offering septic
tank pumping. Major
credit cards accepted
978-0404

24 »owe SEXV10E

Res . Coin . & Ind
Licensed & Insured
11 'eh, - Mg or small

Suzuki Burgman
Scooter 7,000
;, excellent condi$2,800. 270-759-

753-9562_1

natmllain Granite
& Marble
'3301 St. Rt-121.N.
753-8087

(270) 227-2831

FUTRELL'S Tree

PICK UP

C" Continuous Gutters
Gerage Door Sake
& Rainbow*

270-293-5624

Owner:
Cris Mansfisid
(270)293-8480
_

FREE

nee
0:eine
& Hairline

2711-753-2279

MORRAY
Wash
(..ommercial

270-293-7971
www.Scretellc.corn

• %acrid% & speLial pickups Conceptis Sudortu
• locally owned/operated .
759-1151 • 293-27831
293-2784

*Engagement ,
*Weddings
*Children •FAmit.,,

Service
Additions, Remodeling. APPUANCE REPAIR
removal.
PARTS Trimming,
Roofing, Vinyl Siding SERVICE
F lours. (270) 293-8726 OR stump grinding. fireLaminate
wood. Insured. 439Repairs, workers comp 759-5534
2839.
Chuck Van Buren
Insured.

-TRAVIS
ASPIIA1:1'

970)759-43501

Decorative Verecal

Power

I SUDOKU
8
3
7 4
2
5 1
9

8
7

It MI,

110f1AND::

IOR SALES

e Finance ,
iegmotc,sales.com
270,753-3461

) Chevy S-10
$3,500 270-436
10
Campers
5 Max-Lite 2908H
outs, sleeps IC
S18,500 0130

270 S94-3292
iorr
30'
Swims Ofertecl
•
L&KA
WNSfRVICE
,-Manicuring,
ndsCaping &

I Vacuuming faction guiradleed
1816. 7:27-0611
Law2c.)

summer... I
ecribe to Me

TiMES
Local Mail

1
I

( Alma))

Need help
Promoting your
Business?

3 CRETE, LLC

Call us we will be
glzd to help.

an

Murray Ledger
Times

270-753-1916

4645

,rnto macmg puzzle ea ,ed on a ,hu
ptace
r t ,oers -he
several
ind each
nacn
the er way square, s, mat eaCh r
3•3 box contains the sarne number only once The orttcuity
of the C,onceptis Sucloku increases from Monday to Sunday
nt•tntA

-

rr re another slant to the situation.
noon. You also cou:.:
realistic. Tonight: Others seek Tonight: Let your imagination go.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
you out, pronto.
**** Like it cr not, others conCANCER (June 21,!:ily 22)
*** Er'phasize what is. t• you tinue to be dominart. This could
get caught up in what you would feel like a problem if you iet it
like. you might exper,^,7E a total Remember, this is a passage,
backfire. A meelieo could erovu and vou can change the dynamto be more significent than you ics in a New York minute. Feel
anticipated. Tonight: Do your better now? Tonight: Dinner for
two
thing.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
LE3(July 23-Auj. 22)
**** Perhaps because you **** Getting past a coniusing
have such a Lionesgue and dig- matter this morning happens.
nified approach is why people even i: you can't find the oath.
naturally defer to you. Take The unexpected occurs, opening
action and do what you feel is up several dynamic possibilities.
needed. You sense the tides as Opt to have people around you,
as yoL enjoy them so rnuch.
they tum in your favor later
Tonight: Acting like it is Friday
Tonight: Midweek break.
night?
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
*** Others test their limits. CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
path.
'Nhether they are conscious of it it*** Your g!eatest posh
be in the morning,
The Stars Shoo the Kind of or not, it makes no difference, as needs to
expenence is the same for when all creative wheels seem
Day You'll Have: 5-Dyeamic: the
you. Keep breaking patterns, to be on "go." On the other hand,
4-Positive; 3-Average: 2-So-so:
you mignt not even make it to
and detach from your traditioi
I -Difficult
work, as you could get distractresponse. A chance to take the
lead in an important endeavor ed. Know that by the afternoon
ARIES (March 21-April 19)
you could have way too much to
happens -- finally. Tonight: A
**** Don't lose track of what force to be dealt with.
do. Tonight: Clear out a project
is happening within your immedi- LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
or run an errand or two.
ate surroundings in the a.m. ***** Recognize what
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
Choose to say little, knoWlg you going on behind ihe scenes **A * You might want to avoid
opportunity through discussieas with a key dealing with family but find it
an
have
will
later.Tonight, Midweek, break
player. Don't act on your knowl- impossible. On the :her hand.
with friends.
you might want to hide out this
edge just yet New information
TAURUS (AprIl 20-May 21
will be forthcoming, ackling yet mormog and not be seen at t!- .9
*** Others might not gel your
intent Perhaps you exhibit a
lack of clarity. Right now you are
if yak.. are a NEVVCOMER to
honoring a different drummer
Murray/Calloway County
Others might be taken aback by
Call SYLVIA SANERT
MIS new personality trait. You
AT 759-9216
might wonder if you have an
COMMUNITY GREETING SERVICE
alternative Tonight Your treat.
)
1111.
FOR A SPECIAL WELCOME
GEMINI(May 22-June 20)
**** For the moment, ignore
VVe want to bring you gifts from many of our
businesses ana professional people it's their way of
what goes on ;n the a.m. You will
saying. -We are glad you hayed moved to
have a radical change of perMurray-Calloway County"
spective by the afternoon.
We have been tvelcommg tsil.WCOMERS
Remain sure of yourself when
since 1946 almost 60 years!
dealing with others in the atter-

fur
BIRTHDAY
HAPPY
iVe.inestlay, Aug. 4, 29.10:
Happy birthday! You will want
to create more security through
a higher profile than in the past.
You will make your imprint on
sour community as votll as your
orotessional associates Through
networking, you greet unusual
•LICCess and happiness. Be open
to friendship and creating much
more ol what you want. If you
.ire single, if and only if you
decide to change that status will
someone float inti, your life.
Attached Leos find they are a
strong force in making the bond
work. Stay on the high road.
(;EMINI points to the correct
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officl. By the afternoon, you can
have a much mere upbeat perspective Tonight: Let your hair
down

PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
**** Pay the cynic. but listen
well. Mech Information heads in
your direction. How you under-

stand what is happening affects
nearly every other aspect of your
life. Smile and remain upbeat.
Toright: Do some Minking

mar

di Other Mail
itilsaiptions

Welcomes- Di. Shane Hencion
Dr. Hendon will be seeing.patients starting
August 2tid in our Murray office.

The most technologically advanced
endoscopy unit in Western Kentucky
Board Certified In:

ves.

•

e
e
e
e
e
e

Gastroenterology / Endoscopy
Endoscopic Ultrasound / Biliary Endoscopy

REAL PROPERTY PROFESSIONALS

tht•

In,1
S.
,

Intl,

th,

throughout

111',

Ito lurk ;i fir%

"I

rriit., new windrvcs
•'rirpet.

-

New Patients Welcome • No Referrals Necessary
By Appointment Only

205 N 6TH STREET
tinillOdt•h.tt

Zip

rico.
!1.-•

40
42071
1-19113

Specializing In: Stomach, Intestinal & Liver Disease

ttl,: 711, p Ill ,

iietin•rm. I Rath

payment to
k Times

1J

ii, Dase (deeri

S

FEATURED HOME1
$96.00
..----$145.00

1

In

by Jacqueline Blom

4G St/CET/IV

out what's

!opening

(270)489-2580
(270)832-1451

activates

Nerescoue

Used Cars

Free:EstIrrfates

Answer to previous puzzle

227-2617

Kawasaki Vulcan
;C, 1,100 miles
30, Call 270-227-

accept any responsibility whatsoever for their

293-7063 or 293-7022.

CLOUD NINE
PHOTOGRAPHY
,
•C'tnpo

WILKERSON
ROOFING
All Your Rooling.Needs

their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be leeutable. The Murray
Ledger & limes, nor
any of its employees

?Commercral
Resielentta1
.
•As
phS0 Installahor
• IVIaloterLince
Or-yrs eivenence

.:.'

520
SerykAis Offsrse

Services Offer]

lE REDUCED:
Home 3BR, 2BA.
r Garage. Cath
Concrete
t, Covered Front
1, Patio 270-210. 270-559-2032

• 'an

VVard Elkins
270-753-1713

Residential. Vinyl sid- YEARRY'S
Tree
ing. sidewalks, drive- Service. Free estiways, drive through s, Tates. Phone 436parking lots. gum 2562. 227-0267
removal. Etc Fully
WILL remove Dead
Licensee & Insured.
Trees & Shrubs 435-

MY.

,
Poentan Ong Willoono

.
ALL BRANDS
.

C:mcrete

.. ( 01. PAl I V4 1 1 KI RNON 6. SONS
3germome

Appbance
Repair

43-

4645
&matt
C te .

Readers using this
information do so at

(270)227-6160

Corner cabinet knee hole desk. 4 tier Souk vase. curio A abinet.
wing back chair. rocker let:brief odd blue atiair. coffer table. 4 piece bedroom
%uric. microwave. GE washer & dr,rer. Hotpoint retrigerator
GLASSWARE- S:veral pieces of blue glassware hlue Planters Jar. dishes. Game
with the Wind style :amp. slag glass piece. Avon glasses. other trinkets Alic whatnots.
M/SC- I large room of Holiday dea orations. several snow globes. dolls. Alov n
fig.. COIL:ChM of elf dolls. Jim Shore angels. cookware. costume jewelry
Sote-ATTENT1ON FLEA MARKL f TRADERS SEVERAL ITEMS 01. QV('
ITEMS COME PREPARED TO Hi Y

call

519-8570
THE Murray Ledger di
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur

.Wood siding
Brick•Concrete
Decks• Fence

k oh,olote to ft 00

4

fACh.PI111N1 motto' ill do"

HOme must he mord

PM

th,

whIfft

$2C,000! Sri
home in Alm
Beth 270-978-

Lit

19Y1 CaVallef. le'%xi ; bedroom. 2 h..iih• lir Inc
nrom. eat-in-kitchen. utility

MOBILE HOME 2-H4-

<ja.;.--rin.r..•Ismrcamiscrs-cClaws Fru- Oatalls1 >.
elllIPICH/ASIE TERME:t5% Down. Ptolemies No 30 Dare
Mims INtervieir.si Pram tea cyst t1
Wiser Allsocrielevars WIll Ides ^Veld .at vb..
Murray Stets triatlicierielt y Rep+, C-10411401r
Massoreramly, 114..somcessulic y

Nese 2-4
room homes in
Eettites

Myr,

kitchen. uttlity

ROOF Leaking
professional

Dor, Vftdray are

MILLS &

I, rpm Cash or Certtlied Chnk ddi% ,,i

ettl.I3I -(94:114 ACff"413 3S.:
-.. a- daa erz.t 'I 40.02 Acres Are In CRP With An Annual Payment
Of .12,767.36, 4 Years Remaining (20/0/2013)
- d113_014:113 Akame-risse-I-If all4Mt
213.Z. Acres Are In CRP With An Annual Payment
Of S1,961.94 • 4 Years Remaining (2010/7.013)

lam=
VISA
mfflempo

PERSONAL PROPERTY'
HOMES
fooin, eat in
/-A9- 1992 14A7n•. ;bedroom. 2 h.ahs.

qoN
PRESSURE

What A Diversified Property!

--- Thur. 12 p.m.

-Leike
ces

Murrav. KY. Signs Posted
2 MOBILE

CRP Income - Great Hunting - Timber
Selling With A New Survey!
Near The Lakes, Marinas, Miller Goff Course
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COMICS / FEATURES
Performance on exams is true
test of a student's education

8• Tuesday. August 3. 2010

Looking Back
Forty years ago

Ten years ago
Published is a picture of Mid-

The popularity of Land
South Painting employees prepar- Between the Lakes as an outing the scaffolding for the ride door recreation center was dramatically illustrated last vveekto the roof of Murray State Uniersity's Elizabeth Hall so the end when the total number of
visitors tor 1970 reached the one
residence hall can receive a fresh
million mark. The figure. which
coat ot paint.
is a 19 5 percent increase over
Births retained Include a boy
to Melanie Brown and Mike the h40,01,X) sisitors recorded at
Curry.. a boy to Nikki and Jere- the same time last year.
Births reported include a boy
my. Stom and a boy to Kristie
to Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Nelson
and Jeremy: Blake.
A free Kentucky Hunter Edu- and a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Harold
cation course will be held from Elkins.
Calloway. County Judge Robert
6-9 p.m. Aug. 21-22 and 9 a.m.
to 1 p.m. Aug. 26 at the Nation- O. Miller spoke about juvenile
al Guard Armory. on Kentucky programs in the cotnmunity at a
meeting of Murray Lions Club.
121 North
according to Lester Nanny, club
Twenty years ago
The Callow:ay County. Fiscal president.
Fifty years ago
Court has named the newly
Cleo Sykes of Murray was
acquired conintunity. center at
Seventh and Polar Streets. Mur- recently honored by being selectray. as the Georg: W'eaks Com- ed as one of the outstanding
munity Center. in honor of the Explorel. advisors of the country
who are. giving leadership to
County Judge/Executive Weaks
Published is a picture of boys through Sceutine.
Tommy Thompson, artist. and received a scholarship to Philmont
Sam Pin-ker. president of Mur- Volunteer Trait ing Center on the
ray-Callov,.ay Chamber of Com- Philmont Ranch near Cimarron,
merce, displaying a composite N.M. He is Explorer advisor of
print of landmarks in Murray done Patrol 45.
A horse show. vvas the closby. Thompson.
Mr. and Mrs. Hildred Paschall ing event of the Murray-Cal-

be married 50 years Aug.
'24.

Births reported include a boy
to Jeaa and Charles Lamb.
Thirty. years ago
Published is a picture of the

new. Calloway County High
School Football Coach, Sam
Harp. talking to Marty McCuiston during a practice session.
Calloway County played its second scrimmage of the season
against Greenfield. Tenn., yesterday. at North Elementary
School Field.
The United States Department
of Education has awarded a grant
of $113,465 to the Murray Independent Board of E,ducation for
its Head Start program for the
1980-81 school year.
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Keep it short, sweetie!
DEAR DR.GO'TT: Youi column
WAS SO muTh better when you gave
short ansssers to questions_ You
answered a lot more questions,
which we all like, so why did you
change'.' Be short and to the point,
and thark you for listening
DEAR READER:Thank you for
COMyour

DEAR ABBY: 1 v.ciuld like

educational system -- that teachers has,. become so r,serwhebned
by the size or their classes that
they can no longer give their students the individual attention they.
'If so, how sad fie all of
need.
us Read on DEAR ABB1': I used to teach
at the university lesel. For 20
years I watched this happen. Never
once was it the boyfriend "help
tng" the girlfriend. It we prt
essays on the same topic, it s),,,
alway, the girlfriend who h.td
written it, while the boyfriend
who "studied with her" or 'used
it as a mode!" ended up handing
in a distorted version of the sanw
papct -- same quotes, same stn..
ture, reworded sentences. The
lxiyfriends were slacking off: their
girlfriends were doing the work.
I have talked about this with
out of the oche: professors. only one could
Van Buren
classrooni. cite a single exception to this
Flom the inforniation giver', what rule. Thank you for telling that
that girl is doing sounds like text- young woman to stop doing his
homework and please, Abby, let
book tutoring.
Personally. I feel it's far bet- your readers know the issue is
ter to have help and see a word systemic. -- EX-PROF. IN IDAHO
DEAR ABBY: There is a very
spelled correctly, a sentence constructed properly. or a math prob- fine line between gosxl tutoring.
lem worked correctly. than to have poor tutoring and cheating. The
the mistake reinforced. In most best indicator is how die young
loway: County Jaycee Fair. Clubs cases. homework is just for prac- man does on his exams. If he
from Sturgis and Paris, Tenn.. tice. anti "Rory" should have ample has significantly improved on his
put on an exhibition of westent opportumty in class to show the ability to do the problems in a
style riding, balloon races and teacher what he can do on his test situation. then 1 lean toward
own. -- 35 YEARS AND COUNT- the idea that good tutoring icas
other types of riding.
done and suggest the students conING
Sixty years ago
DEAR COUNTING: Thank tinue the process. If there has
Almost three it.ches of rain
you for your input as an educa- been no improvement. he should
fell yesterday in one of the heavextra help.
iest rainfalls of the year. Mur- tor. I tried to reach the young go to the teacher for
Math is an extremely difficult
that
wrote
who
so
letter
woman
North
ray Ele.ctric System on
subject for many people HowevFourth Street gave the official I could ask if her boyfriend's test
results had improved as a result er. when a student gets F's on
rainfall of 2.91 inches.
of her efforts, but was unable to his tests and after coming to me
The Grand Jury of Calloway , make
gets A's and B's from then on, I
contact.
County Circuit Court returned
Frankly, I was surprised at the suspect some learning has occurred.
20 indictments in its report to amount of mail her letter gener- The teacher should review the
Circuit Judge Ira D. Smith, ated from teachers. one of whom tests the buyfriend takes and either
according to Devvey Ragsdale, cir- informed me that 'most teachers tell the sister to go fly. a kite or
cuit court clerk.
don't check homework for accu- change methods -- depending on
Births reported include a boy racy. just that the homework was the scores. -- TUTOR IN RENO.
to Mr. and Mrs. Brent Jackson completed." Could this be part of NEV.
•••
and a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Wal- what has gone wrong with our
tt) comment on yeur May 29 reply.
to "Helping r)r Cheatilig3" the
young lady uho has been helping her boyfriend with his homework. I can see where someone
might find this a probleni_
I retired a tew years ago after
35 years as an educator and still
substitute
tervb three to
five days a
week. 1 feel
I can speak
many'
for
teachers on
thts matter:
years,
For
teachers have
used
a
method called
'' peer tutoring" in arid
By Abigal

inents_ There
times
me

Dr. Gott

correct medical problems.
By
That requires
Dr Peter GOtt more in-depth
intOrmation than can be provided in
a few sentences. l'1' do my best to
reach a happy: in,:cburr. by being as

Dear Abby

brief as possible. Congratulations
-- today is dedicated to you.
DEAR DR. GOTT: fhanks for

your daily column and the many
interesting cuses you are kind
enough to take your time to explain.
I have to write you about my experience with cold sore:: in response
to the reader who suffers from
them.
I, too, had them for years. and
nothing I put on prevented them.
The .sores always took up to 10 days
to heal, and I would inunediately
get another one. My husband is a
retired dentist who suggested not

using toothpaste that contains sodium lauryl sulfate. CVS brand and
Sensodyne ProNamel are two products tree of the .nactive ingredient.

Since making the change. I have
not had any more pesky st_vres. I
hope this helps someone else
DEAR READER: Low levels of
sodium lauryl sulfate (SLS) are
commonly found in shaving cream,
shantpoo and toothpaste. More concentrated levels are found in Industrial-cleaninr products, engine
degreasers, carwash soaps and floor
cleaners.
Research has linked SLS to

lace Smith.

days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History.:
On Aug. 3. 1492. Christopher
Columbus set sail from Palos,
Spain. on a voyage that took him
to the present-day Americas.
On this date:
torrner Vice President
In
Amon Burr went on trial before
a federal court in Richmond, Va.,
charged with treason. (He was
acquitted less than a month later.)

In 1914, Germany declared war

on France at the onset of World
War I.
In 1923. Calvin Coolidge was
sworn in as the 30th president of
the United States following the
death of Wanen G. Harding.
In 1943, Gen. George S. Patton slappeid 'a Private at an artily.'
hospital in Sicily, accusing him
of cowardice. (Patton was later

ordered by. Gen. Dwight D. Eisenhower to apologize for this and
a second. similar episode.)
In 1949, the National Basket-

ball Association was formed as a
merger of the Basketball Association of America and the National Basketball League.
In 1958, the nuclear-powered
submarine USS Nautilus became
the first vessel to cross the North
Pole underwater.
• In 1980, closing cerernonie
-vete held'
Mettmcn.v for the
summo,„ qtympis,pones,
dad heal boycotted-by dozens ol

WOW, DAG'
WAEN
YOU WIN THE
OITHERS
- PRIDE
AWARD',

earn

•-•-•••

CO 1J S.-I- I IV Oi..)
SEE, L-O-L MEAN5 'LAUGH OUT LOVP'
AND 13-T-W MEANS 'BY THE WAY:

("

IT5 SHORTHAND
PEOPLE U5E WHEN
TEXT MESSAGING.
IT SAVES A LOT
Or TIME INNEN
1M TYPING: •

'GE"- A L1FE: 14AI HA!
HA!' MEAN *L-0-L:

WELL, WITH
ALL THAT
EXTRA TIME
MAYBE YOU
COULD.
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was surprised when I opened
one of my CREDIT-CARD STATEMENTS from
a store. The company is now charging me a SI
'processing fee for sending a paper statement in
the mail! It will vwaive the fee from this point
forward if I register online and receive my statesuppose that had I COITI,
ments electronically%
plained. it would remove the fee, but thought
this was very interesting. Everything is going to
mai!
the computer. -- A Reader,
Welcome to our supposedly paperless society!

Crosswords

Ell_CDNI/D1043
IT'S A HOOT, MY NEPHEW OWNS A TROPHY
SHOP! IF I PAY FOR THE ENGRAVING, NE
DORROW
a-rs
WHATEVER I WANT

A $1 Statement
Dear Heloise:

countries. including the United
States.

EIL-1.31ES.00

BEST '
CIt.3ER
IN THE
WHOLE

cankersoresandrelated4mproblents. wrote about this a ley: year.
ago. At the time.' knew. of only onc

SLS-free toothpaste. Tont's tit
Marne. I'm glad to see other Mafillfacturers have made the switch.
Thanks for the tip.
DEAR DR. GOTT: I often cut

WWW.M4

out your articles and save them
Unfortunately. 1 have misplaced
one of the most important ones lot
my well-being. It concerned a mini
rid recipe for bowe! regularity,
contained three ingredients, tut, oi
which were applesauce and prune
juice. The third component 1.,
much a mystery as is the es,i, t
amount of each

DEAR READER: The three
ingredients. kaown a.s a colon cocktail. are applesauce. prune juice and
unprocessed bran. Mix equal por-

tions in a small bowl, and refrigerate for at least one houi to hledd
Then take 1 to 2 tablespoons or
more, if deeded, each day for relief
Refrigerate any unused portions in
a sealed container. The remedy may
vs:.eks tc be fully
take up to
effective.
To provide reiated infonnation. I
am sending you a copy of my
Health Report "Compelling Home
Remedies." Other readers w ho
would like a copy should send a
self-addressed stamped N0. 10

envelope and a $2 check or money
order to Newsletter. P.O. Box 167.
Wickliffe. OH 44092-0167. Be sure
to mention the title or pnnt an order
website
my
off
form
www.AskDrGottMD.com.

DEAR DR. GOTT: I have hairs
growing from my earlobes and on
the edge of my left e. r. ve cut
them, but they VOSS' Iiiick. What
would CililSe hair to grow in these
areas? Is there a Ylinked factor?
DEAR READER: ReseaTchers
once thought it was an Inherited
trait believed to tie passed along on
the Y chromosome. That apparent ly•
isn't true. We do know that hair
growth is linked with testosterone
levels in males as they age, but I ant

at a loss to explain why a rnan may
have a bald head but will grow hair
in unwanted areas of the body like
the ears and nos:.

Hints From Weise

Today In Ilistory
By The Associated Press
Today is Tuesday, Aug. 3. the
2I5th day of 2010. There are 150

when I think
leaders nught
be interested
in a better
understanding
of why a conditton occurs,
and in discovering way.s to

t
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40 Port..nt
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portrayal
44 Commotion
45 -Kippur
46 Branch
47 Rotation
duration
9

13

12

21

8

21 "Little
Women"
woman
22 Geometry
calcplation
23 Wine-vat
woi kers
24 Writer
Kingsley
26 Shoe
part
27 Spring
mo
28 Hoo call
29 Little
lice
31 King of
horror
34 Witness
35 Savage
37 Tease
38 Tarzan's
mate
39"Once —
a time,

26

27

-J

PEANUTS4111010
BUT HOW DOE5 IT FEEL TO

KNOW TNAT NO MATTER
UJIti AT YOU UJRITE IT WILL
NEVER BE A5 600D
A5 "WAR AND PEACE"?

DON T
TELL MY
MOM
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37

36
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40

39

41
45

44

42

43

48

49

50

51

52
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46

47

We checked with a few creditcard companies. and guess what!
It's true! Some boutiques and
department stores are beginning
to charge a dollar fee for paper
statements! Companies are trying
to save money and paper by ilia
sending bills via postal mail. You
should call sour card -tapany it
you have que,:tions about this. My

question'? If a customer does not
have Inteniet access. why should
the customer "pay" for having a
monthly bill mailed'? This does
Heloise
not sit well with me.!
EASY PRESCRIPTION ID
Dear Heloise: W'her. your doctor prescribes several medications

at one time. it is very hard to
reinn-nber which prescription is
for what condition. Even though
I have requested that pharmacists
put what the prescription is for
on the contaieer, they frequently
don't. (Note Phamtacists are not
allowed to put added information
on the label unless instructed by
the cIcii •r Ask your doctor to
note ti,e condition on the presentation. State laws may vary. - Hettaise)
When I get the meds home. I
read the pamphlet to be sure which
is which, then write on the label
what each medication is for This
has been very helpful to me. especially if I need a refill: I know
exactly which one to call in. The
name of the medicine is hard to
in.ertaet. and I frequently don't
v....member what it is. -- C.S . via
e- maiI
CLEAN EAR
Dear Readers: When appls Mg hair spray, cover your ears
with the cap of the hair spray.
and you won't have sticky Cal',
Heloise

SCARE ORGANIZATION
Dear Helolse: My idea for
arranging scarves: I bought chain
link (from a hardware store) that
is coated and the right size for
pulling a scarf- through. Then I hung
it on hooks that I had placed
along a wall in my closet. can
see all scarves at a glance. -- Sharon
Pane, Clark. N.J.
CHECK IT OUT
Dear Heloise: I have a suggestion for not running out of
checks. When 1 put in a new set
of checks, 1 tuck the deposit slips
and the lasi check in the pad in
the back of the checkbook holder. When I take the last check in
view, it's actually' NOT the last
check. because I have one more!
Then I know it's time to put
another set of checks in nty checkbook holder. -- Joan, via e mail
Send a money-saving or timesaving hint to Heloise. P.O. Box
795000. San Antonio. TX 782795000. or you can fax it to 1-210HELOISE or e-mail it to
Heloiset at iFieloise.com. I can't
answer your letter personally but

will use the best hints received
in my column.
(02010 by King Features Syndicate Inc
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PAT SULLIVAN

AP

announced
Brewers
The
Monday that they have signed
Corey Hart to a contract extension through the 2013 season.
rewarding him for a turnaround
season that included a trip to the
All-Star Game.

A lot
of
Hart
FORIVIER
GREENWOOD
STANDOUT SIGNS
EXTENSION
THROUGH 2013
Ily CIIMS ANIONS

MARK HUMPHREY / AP
camp Saturday in
Tennessee running back Chris Johnson, right, runs past defensive end Wiliiam 1-layes, left, during NFL football training
Year.
the
of
Player
Offensive
2009
AP
the
was
and
season
last
yards
Nashville, Tenn. Johnson led the NFL in rushing with 2,006

GET READY, Cal sraL wANrs
DICKERSON'S MARK, MVP
NASHVILLE,Tenn.(AP)— Chris Johnson has his sights set on making NFL history.
So what if Eric Dickerson couldn't do it. Neither could 0.1. Simpson, Barry Sanders, Terrell Davis nor Jamal Lewis.
That Coesn't bother the Tennessee 'Titans running back.
Johnson rnissed out on Dickerson's all-time NFL rustling mark in 2009 and fell short of being named the league's MVP.
However, Johnson did become the sixth man to run for at least 2,000 yards. and he's back wanting even more history
still looking for Dickerson's record of 2,105 yards rushing, MVP and to become the first Man ever to run for 2,000 yards
more than once.
Missing out la.st year has simply made the man who says he's the NFL's best running back want more.
"I'm shooting for 2,500, but I'll be happy with anything over the record," Johnson said
Johnson wasn't very happy back in January when he didn't even receive a vote for MVP. Every Ali vote was split
among four quarterbacks. He was voted The Associated Press' 2009 NFL Offensive Player of the Year, but Johnson
believes he can force the vote by running his way past Dickerson.
"A player never did it twice, back-to-back," Johnson said of topping 2,000 yards rushing. "I don't think they would
have a choice."
Not only has a running back never nin for 2,000 twice in a career, the other five to top that mark never even came
close the next sea.son. Sanders carne closest in 1998, running for 1,491 yards on eight more carries than in 1997.
Dickerson played two fewer games in 1985 than he did in 1984 in setting the rushing record. Davis' season ended in 1999
after four games.
The Titans have designed a few plays to take advantage of having Johnson in the same backfield with Vince Young,
something that only happened in the final 10 games last season. But aren't defenses going to be more prepared for Johnson?
"It's hard to get faster," coach Jeff Fisher said.
Johnson is working with a new position coach after Kennedy Pola left July 24 for Southern California, leaving Fisher to
promote Craig Johnson from quarterbacks coach to assistant head coach and running backs assistant.
Sae JOHNSON, 10

Aim
g
unin
Pav the Mani
HIGHEST-PAID PLAYER

IRSAY READY TO MAKE PEYTON
By MICHAEL MAROT
AF Sports Wnter
ANDERSON,Ind.(AP)— Jim Irsay
won't let Peyton Manning walk away
from the Colts next season — no matter
the cost.
Indy's owner reiterated Monday that
he intends to make Manning the NFL's
highest-paid player even if it takes the
prohibitive franchise tag to keep the only
four-tirne MVP in league history in blue
and white.
-The lvottom line is we'll gel some-

thing done and when it happens just
depeixis," Irsay said during the C'olts'
first training camp practice. "I said he'd
be the highest-paid player and he may
already be if we go with the tag. I'd love
to see him be here and break all those
rec,ords as a Colt."
lrsay has never been shy about paying
top dollar for his best play ers_
Manning signed his Lurrent deal
worth $98 million in 2004. Seven other
Colts — receiver Reggie Wayne. tight
end Dallas Clark, defensive ends Dwight
Ereene anti Robert Mathis, cornerback

Kelvin Hayden and safeties Bob Sanders
and Antoine Bethea — have deals worth
$27 million or more.
None of those contracts will be as
expensive as Manning's next. and likely
last, big NI-1. payday.
'The 34-year-old quarterback already
owns a record number of MVP awards.
one Super Bovvl ring and one Super
Bowl N1VP Award. lie is one , four
players to throw tor More thaL
yards, is third all-time in career TU oasses with 366 and holds all of the Colts.
Career pasSing recOrti,despite [laving in

4000,4414

14 games fewer than the previous career
leader. John UnitiLs.
lrsay said Manning's agent, Tom
Condon. and team president Bill Pollan
have discussed a contract extension. but
the biggest obstacle so far has been the
lack of a collective bargaining agreement.
"It's not going to be easy because
there's probably going to be something
that goes back and captures something
from the umapped year." Irsay said.
referring to how this year's deals could
affect future salary cap space.

AP Sport Writer
MILWAUKEE (AP) — Corey Han
now has a long-term future with the
Milwaukee Brewers.
The Brewers announced Monday
that they have signed the hot-hitting
right fielder to a contract extension
through the 2013 season. rewarding
him for a turnaround season that included a trip to the All-Star Guile.
It was a somewhat surprising tum ot
events. given how often Hart was the
subject of trade rumors in recent weeks.
The Brewers listened to offers but nothing came together. And even before
non-waiver trade deadline arrived,
Assistant general manager Gord Ash and
agent Jeff Berry had been v,:orking on a
deal.
"When Corey reached out arid said
he wanted to stay here, I told Gord to go
see what they're looking for." Brewers
general manager Doug Melvin said.
The 28-year-old Hart is batting .288
with 23 home runs and 72 RBIs in 92
games this season. a sharp rebound for
a player whose production had dipped
since the middle of the 2008 season. He
also had a wretched spnng training performance.
Hart now appears to have a much
clearer view of his future after the
Bre wers bought out a year of:rbitration
and two years of potential free agency.
Terms of the deal were not di-losed for
Hart, who won a $4.8 milli arbitra.
tion case going into this season.
The Brewers have also given contract extensions to Ryan Braun and
Yovani Gallardo, and Melvin said
Monday that the team has had discussions regarding a new deal for second
baseman Rickie Weeks.
It doesn't sound like anything is in
the works for Prince Fielder, who is a
little more than a year away from free
agency anti is represented by Scott
Boras.
"It takes two sides to make a deal in
that regard," Melvin said.
For Hart. the sudden shot of stability.
is a marked change in what has been a
produc.five but tumultuous year.
In February. Hart became the first
player to go to arbitration in Melvin's
tenure with the Brewers. He was awarded a raise from $3.25 million to $4.8
million. instead of the Brewers' offer ot
$4.15 million.
Melvin said Monday that he called
Hart right after the decision and t.•hal
lenged him to prove that he was wonh
the money..
don't think I congratulated him.Melvin quipped.
The proof would come. but not right
away.
After struggling late in the 2008 season and for most of 2009, Hart had a
disappointing spnng training. He bnstled when he wasn't in the team's marling lineup on opening day.
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NATIONAL SPORTS SCOREBOARD
Naticmal le•gue
At A Glance
By The Associated Press
East Olvislon
W
L Pct GB
Atlanta
—
60 45.571
Philadebnia
5' 48 543
3
Ronda
7
53 52 505
New YOn.
53 ,
3 500 7 1/2
Weshingtoil
47 59 44313 1/2
Central Otylition
W
L Pct GB
Cixinnati
—
60 47.561
St LOUIS
59 47.557 1/2
Milwaukee
49 58.458
11
Houston
16 59 438
13
Chicago
46 60 43413 1/2
Pittsburgh
36 69 343
23
West
W
Pet GB
San Diego
62
596
—
San Francisco
61 45.575
2
Coiorado
55 0.524 7 102
t Es Angeles
54 .2.509
9
Anzona
39 67.368
24

RACER ROUNDUP

Cole named to
'Breds baseball staff
MSU 76 CLASSIC PAIRING,
GAME TIME TO BE ANNOUNCED BY
ESPN THURSDAY
By tstSU Sports intone/bon
Murray State head coach Rob
McDonald has announced the
hiring of Chris Cole as the new
assistant coach for the Breds.
Cole will serve as the tearn's
pitching coach and recruiting
coordinator.
"I am excited to have Chris
join our baseball program at
Muiray State," said McDonald.
"He is an outstanding person
and had distinguished hirnself as
one of the top young assistant
coaches in the country. He has
proven to be an outstanding
recruitei and has been described
to me as having a gift to find
hidden talent."
"One of my reason's for
applying for this job was the
respect that I had for coach
McDonald," said Cole. "He is 3
very classy person both on and
off the field. Once 1 got on campus a_nd got to spend time with
coach. it was an easy decision
and one that I am very excited
about."
"Murray' State has been
among the top teams in the
league over the past few seasons
and I just want to help continue
that succeFs. They were playing
for the conference championship on the last weekend and
it just didn't v.ork out for them
last year. Our goal will be to
continue to recruit high level
players and put ourselves in
position to win a ciaimpionship."
Cole is no stranger to the
Ohio Valley Conference as he
has spent the last four season's:
at Tennessee Tech, molding the
pitching ,taff into one of the best
in the league.
Under Cole's leadership, the
TTU pitching staff showed
marked improvement every season as the Golden Eagles captured
2009
the
OVC
Toumament championship and
the 2010 OVC Regular Season
championship.
In 2010, Cole's pitching staff
led the league, and ranked 12th
nationally. in stnkeouts, while
posting the third lowest ERA
and surrendering the third
fewest walks. Two of Cole's
pitchers were named to the allconference team, with staff ace
Lee Henry being named the
Pitcher of the Year.
The season marked the second-straight in which Cole's
pitching staff led the league in
strikenuts, and the third in which
it rartked in the top two in the
OVC. Cole has had at least one
pitcher named to the all-conference team in each of his four
seasons, ittcluding having two
players in each of the last two
seasons.
Cole followed in his father's
footsteps as he began his collegiate career at Florida State,
where he made 21 starts in helping the Seminoles reach the
Super Regionals in 2001. His
father. Chet, was a member of
the Seminoles baseball team
from 1965-67.
Following his freshman campaign. Cole transferred to
Stetson and played two seasons
for the Hatters. In two seasons.
Cole hit .298 with 15 doubles,
11 home runs and 72 RBIs in
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American League
At A Glance
8y The AWKiciated Press
East 14vielon
W
L Ptil GB
New York
66 39 629
—
Tampa Eta
66 39 629
—
Boston
E
46 566 6 112
Toronto
55 515191i 1/2
Paltimore
32 73 305
34
Central Division
W
L Pct
ChiC390
-59 45 567
Minnesota
59 17 5,57
1
Detroit
52 500
7
Clevelana
45 61 425
15
Kansas City
45 61 425
15
West Division
W
L Pei Ge
Texas
61 44 581
—
Oekland
53 52 565
8
Los Angeles
54 53 505
8
tearle
39 67 38822 ir2

Murray Ledger & Tines

helping de Hatters to an 83-43
record arid a pair of NCAA
Toumarnent appearances.
Prior to his collegiate career,
Cole was a prap standout st
Hernando High School where he
was named the Gulf Coast
Athletic Conference Player of
the Year and the 3A District 8
Player of the Year aa a senior
after setting four school records.
Racers leery oppoomit
Inursday for 76 Classk
Now that the Murray Stare
men's basketball tearn
accepted an invitation to play in
the 76 Classic Nev. 25-28 in
Anaheim, Calif., the time is
almost here to learn of the pairings and game times for this
prestigious event sponsored by
ESPN.
ESPN News will announce
the pairings for the 76 Classic
'thursday, August 5. at 12:30
pan. central time.
While the pairings and game
times will be announced, MSU
alrudy knows their first game in
the event is Thanksgiving Day,
Nov. 25 with gamer 'o follow
Nov. 26 and 28.
The 76 Classic field is very
stiong with three teams that
competed in the
NCAA
Tournament last spring, including the Racers (Ohio Valley),
Oklahorria State (Big-12) and
UNLV (Mountain West). Two
teams, Tulsa (Conference USA )
and Virginia Tech (ACC)
appeared in the NIT CalNorthridge (Big West), DePaul
(Big East) and Stanford (Pac
10) make up the rest of the field.
All 12 games of the 76
Classic will be televised on the
ESPN family of networl:s and
played
at
the
Anaheim
Convention Center.

Revenge Factor
EX-HUSBAND: SYPHER REFUSED PLEA DEAL TO GET PMNO
By BRETT BARROUQUERE
Associated Press Wnter
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) —
A woman accused of' demanding millions from Rick Pitino to
keep quiet abc)ut their sexual
tryst turned down a plea deal
three months after being
chargecl because she wanted
revenge, her ex-husband testified Monday
Randy Ilse, who twiea married an .1 divorced Karen
Cunagin S)aher, said in the
summer of 2009 he encouraged
her to take a deal so their four
children wouldn't be dragged
through a trial.
Wise said Sypher turned
down his proposition, saying,
"I'm going down. I'm going to
take Pitino with
Sypher has pleaded not
guilty to extortion, retaliating
against a witness and lying to
the FBI. She is accused of
demanding college tuition for

her children, her house to be dollars," Wisa said
paid off and SU. million. She
"I've got something on
claims the Louisviile basketball Pitino." Wise quoted tis excoach raped her it, an Italian wife as saying. Wise said he
restaurant in Louisville in July hung up before Sypher gave
2003 — a charge that Pitino any :lore details.
denied and that authorities disWise's testimony came after
missed as lacking merit.
Sypher's ex-boyfriend Tyree
Sypher had ar. abortion in
Fields told .tirors he met with
August 2003, aboui a month
the former model on April 27.
after having sea
ati
2009, three days alter her initial
She claims that it was forced
arrest. He had read about the
and that Pitino gave her $3,000
extortion charee and said he
for it. Pitino said that he nevee
forced Sypher to have the pro- asked Sypher, "What in the
cedure and that the money was heck did you do?"
'Her response to me was
for medical insurance. Six
years later, Pitino received that it was stupid, I shouldn't
phone calls threatening to air have done it," said Fields, who
the rape charges publicly. A told jurors he had a sexual relashort time later, witnesses said, tionship with Sypher from the
Sypher had delivered a list of spring of 2008 through 2009.
"She knew exactly what I was
demands for tier silence.
Wise also said Sypher called talking about."
on March 28, 2009, and said
Fields became the third perPitino
had
offered
her son to testify to having an affair
$100,000. She told him she was with Sypher while she was marholding out for "a half a million ried to a longtime Pinno aide.

Tim Sypher

ii Johnson
Frorn Page 9
Me assistant coach compares
Johnson's situation to the late
Steve McNair trying to improve
after leading the Titans to the
AFC championship game after
the 2002 season. McNair wound
tip sharing the MVP award with
Peyton Manning in 2003. The
coach sees room for improvement from the 5-foot-11, 191pound Johnson because film
study showed he missed more
big nins in 2009.
"Maybe if he made a quicker
cut here or a slower cut there.
Again, we're being critical.
Wbel., you get to the level he is
at, you're talking about the small
things, but the small things make
a big difference. That is my
charge for him ... to find those
small things, and even if it's 2
percent better, that will make a
difference," Craig Johnson said.
Johason stayed awa,y from
the Titans this offseason wanting
a long-term deal bringing him at
least $30 million in guaranteed
money. With the NFL in the final
year of the current labor deal, the
Titans wouldn't do that. They
did shuffle some money due in
2012 that Johnson already had
earned with his play into his paycheck for 2010.
That made him happy. enough
to report on time for camp.
Receiver Nate Washington,
who stayed in contact with
Johnson during the offseason,
said the running back expects
perfection from himseif.
"He's not complacent with
his season last year or any success he's had in the pa.st. He
wants to continue buildir.g off it.
His personal success is what it is,
but he's looking forsvard to a
Super Bowl just like everybody
else in chi: locker room is,"
Washington said.
Some eredit for Johnson
dreaming big goes to an unusual

person7 Minnesota running back
Adrian Peterson. He insists he's
the better running back, but he
shared his thoughts with
Johnson.
"I view rnyself as the best
running back and the best player
that's going to play this gwne. I
told him to be able to accomplish
those things you have to envision (and believe) in yourself, or
it's not going to happen,"
Peterson said.
Johnson watched Peterson in
the playoffs and calls himself a
fan who's glued to the TV whenever the Vikings tanning back
plays. But tne man who fumbled
only three times on a combined
408 carties
eatches calls him-

self the NFL's top rusher and is
determined to cut back even on
those mistakes to avoid hurting
his team more than he helps.
Fisher noted people scoffed a
bit a year ago when Johnson firat
announced he wanted to run for
2,000 yards arid win the MVP
award. NO1 that Fisher is worried
about getting Johnson to 2,000
again this year.
"Help us win more games
would be very realistic," Fisher
said.
A playoff berth would be a
good substitute for that CJ2k
again goal.
"I come up short and we
make the playoffs, i,'s no problem."
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Chem-Dry cleaning
Uses a fraction of the
water of steam cleaning and our carbonating process leaves
youi carpets sparkling
clean arid dry in 1-2
hours, not 1-2 day,

A

A

Our natural carbonating extraction process
and solutions deep
clean carpet in a gentle way without the
gallons of soapy
cleaning chemicals
that steam cleaners
rely. on.

Vvith Chem-Dry, dirt,
dust and other allergens are lifted to the
surface and swept
aWay. Warn cleaning
can force them deeper
into your carpet anti
create a bi-eeding
gmund for mold arid
bactena.

Drier. Cleaner. Healthier.3'

1-270-759-1569 • 1-270-227-4601.
1-800-273-5.184
visit. our webilie .sti.www.chem-dry.n°
eiari

